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Abstract

In Scandinavia, sawlogs are typically sorted upon arrival at the sawmill. Presorting of
sawlogs according to dimension, e.g., using an optical three-dimensional (3D) scanner,
is used to make the sawing process more efficient. However, since wood is a biological
material with large variability, there will be large differences in the quality of wood
sawn from different logs of similar size. For some dimensions of sawn goods, wood
quality is very important and low grade products will be difficult to sell, while for other
dimensions, grade is less important. This means that if the quality of the sawn goods
may be predicted before actual sawing takes place, the production of off-grade
products, i.e., products not meeting customer demands, may be reduced.

Some quality information may be obtained using the outer shape information from a
3D scanner and more detailed information on the internal quality of the log can be
obtained using an X-ray log scanner. Today, the use of X-ray log scanners is becoming
increasingly common and most sawmills installing an X-ray scanner already have a 3D
scanner present.

This raises the question of possible benefits from combining the X-ray and 3D scanning
techniques. In this thesis, a method has been developed where the log shape measured
by the 3D scanner is utilized to estimate the X-ray path lengths through the wood.
This allows the calculation of green density profiles of the log, which may in turn be
used to calculate quality variables such as heartwood content and heartwood density.
The hypothesis of this project has been that the precision in these variables will be
improved by the 3D path length compensation of the X-ray data.

The method has been tested on Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) sawlogs, using both
simulated and industrial log scanner data. Scanners with one and two X-ray directions
have been used. The most important conclusions from the project are that:

 Heartwood diameter predictions are significantly improved by the combination of
3D and X-ray data.

 Dry and green heartwood densities can be calculated with improved precision
relative to scanning using X-ray only.

 The method was found suitable for application with both one- and two-directional
X-ray scanners.

 For a sawmill already using both 3D and X-ray scanners, there is a large
improvement potential available using existing equipment. For sawmills thinking
about investing in an X-ray scanner, the possibility of connecting it to the 3D
scanner should make the rate of return of the equipment higher and encourage
more sawmills to make this investment.

Keywords: 3D scanning, Density, Heartwood, Log sorting, Path length compensation,
Sawlogs, Scots pine, X-ray scanning
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1 Introduction

1.1 Log sorting

In Scandinavia, sawlogs are typically sorted upon arrival at the sawmill. Most sawmills
sort the logs based on species and top diameter, but sorting can also be based on other
parameters such as length or predicted quality of sawn goods. The purpose of the log
sorting is to maximise the value of the sawn timber, an objective that requires the
sorting process to take into consideration both special market demands and the actual
sawmill production facilities (Grönlund 2006).

Presorting of sawlogs according to dimension, e.g., using an optical three-dimensional
(3D) scanner, improves productivity of the sawmill by making the sawing process more
efficient. By batch-processing similar logs, the need of changing sawing pattern
between individual logs is reduced and the handling of sawn goods is simplified since
the number of dimensions produced simultaneously decreases.

Quality sorting of sawlogs requires a measurement system that allows the prediction of
sawn goods quality prior to actual sawing. Such predictions are typically based on
measurements from either 3D scanners (section 1.2) or X-ray scanners (section 1.3.3).
Quality sorting enables the sawmill to produce more homogenous products. The ability
to predict specific properties of sawn goods also makes it possible to reduce the
production of off-grade products, carrying unwanted combinations of dimension and
grade. For instance, the low water uptake of the heartwood is especially beneficial for
window components. This means that logs with large heartwood diameter could be
selected for sawing to window component dimensions whereas logs with less
heartwood could be sawn to other dimensions.

1.2 Three-dimensional scanning

The 3D scanners used in sawmills are laser triangulation scanners. In a triangulation
scanner, a laser point or a laser line is projected onto the object surface and observed by
a camera. The camera, the laser emitter and the laser point on the object form a right-
angled triangle, see Figure 1. The angle from the camera to the object can be
determined from the position of the laser light in the camera’s field of view, and so it is
possible to calculate the third corner of the triangle, i.e. the position where the laser
light hit the object. By this principle, the scanner can reconstruct the shape of the
object as the laser light is swept over the object.

A 3D log scanner is equipped with three or four triangulation units positioned evenly
around the log, allowing the scanner to see all sides of the log (Figure 2). In early
scanners, each triangulation unit consisted of a camera and a number of point lasers (e.g.
Rickford 1989, Dashner 1993) but in newer scanners, the point lasers have been
replaced by a line laser in order to obtain higher scanning resolution. The cross-
sectional shape of the log is automatically calculated by combining the information
from all the triangulation units and the complete outer shape of the log is then collected
one cross-section at the time during lengthwise transportation of the log through the
scanner. Even though a higher resolution is technically possible, the cross-
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Figure 1: Principle for laser triangulation.
The distance between the laser and the object
(d1, d2) can be calculated from the position of
the laser point within the camera’s field of
view (x1, x2).

Figure 2: Schematic of a 3D log scanner with
three triangulation units, positioned evenly
around the log to allow the scanner to see all
sides of the log. A laser line is projected around
the log and the outer shape is determined one
cross-section at the time during lengthwise
transportation of the log through the scanner.

Figure 3: Log in a 3D scanner photographed with flash (left) and without flash (right). The
tracheid effect causes the laser light to spread along the fibre direction of the clearwood (Flodin
2007).

sectional shape is typically reported as the radius at a number of fixed angles. The 3D
scanner used in papers I-II is a point laser based scanner manufactured by MPM
Engineering Ltd. (Anon. 2009b), which gives the radius at 72 angles per cross-section
with a cross-sectional distance of around 20 mm. In papers III-IV a simulated 3D
scanner with similar resolution is being used.

When logs are being scanned for sorting purposes, it is the shape under bark that is
relevant. If scanning is done before debarking of the logs, this presents a problem
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because both amount of bark and bark thickness vary significantly between different
logs. However, some 3D scanners are able to tell whether the measurements are done
on bark or on clearwood. The measurement principle is based on the tracheid effect, a
phenomenon causing laser light to spread along the fibre direction in fibrous materials.
This means that the light will spread more on a wooden surface than on bark and
therefore it is possible for the scanner to differ between wood and bark by checking the
width of the laser line, see Figure 3. Knowing which measurements are done on bark
and on wood, it is possible for the scanner to estimate the bark thickness and thus to
estimate the shape of the log under the bark.

From the outer shape measured by a 3D scanner, secondary variables such as taper and
bumpiness can be calculated and it has been shown that these variables may be used to
estimate the log quality (e.g. Grace 1994, Jäppinen & Nylinder 1997, Oja et al. 1999).
Such predictions, using partial least squares (PLS) modelling on 3D data in the quality
sorting software Kvalitet On-Line (Anon. 2009d), has proven successful and become
widely spread in Sweden. However, since wood is a biological material, there can still
be a large variation between the properties of wood sawn from two logs with similar
outer shape. These variations cannot be explained by means of 3D scanning only,
instead some technique investigating the interior of the log is required.

1.3 X-ray scanning

There are several techniques available for non-destructive investigation of the internal
properties in wood, e.g., gamma radiation, X-rays, microwaves, ultrasound, nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR), vibrations and stress waves. In an overview of possible
techniques, it was concluded that X-rays and gamma rays were best suited for scanning
of logs (Grundberg et al. 1990, Grundberg 1999). Both these radiation types consist of
high energy photons, able to penetrate an object and giving an image of its interior.
Gamma rays are continuously emitted by radioactive isotopes whereas X-rays are
obtained from an electronic source which can be switched on and off on demand. The
half-life of the isotopes also causes the intensity of the radiation to decline over time,
requiring frequent calibration of the equipment and replacement of the isotopes on a
regular basis. Thus, it was found that, both for practical and safety reasons, scanning by
X-rays was to prefer.

1.3.1 Attenuation of X-rays

The history of X-ray scanning began in 1895 when Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen
discovered the X-rays and made the first X-ray images, also known as radiographs
(Figure 4). The working principle is the same for all radiographic equipment; a beam of
high energy photons is generated by an X-ray tube and sent through the object being
imaged. The radiation transmitted through the object is then collected using some kind
of detector, e.g., a photographic film or a semiconductor diode array or matrix,
resulting in a radiograph showing a projection of the object.

As the X-ray photons pass through a material, interaction with the body causes the
intensity of the radiation to decrease according to the exponential attenuation law. For
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Figure 4: “Hand mit Ringen”, the first X-ray radiograph. It was taken by Wilhelm Conrad
Röntgen on December 22, 1895 and shows the hand of his wife Anna Bertha (Röntgen 1895).

a beam of monoenergetic photons of incident intensity I0, passing through a
homogeneous material of thickness t, the transmitted intensity I will be:

teII  0 (1)

The amount of radiation being absorbed by a material is described by the linear X-ray
attenuation coefficient µ and depends on material and photon energy. The attenuation
coefficient may be written as the product of the density ρ and the mass attenuation
coefficient µm:

   EE m  (2)

The mass attenuation coefficient µm is a material property and varies with the photon
energy E. Values of µm for the chemical elements and many human tissues can be found
in physical tables (Hubbell & Seltzer 1996). Values of µm for other compound materials
can be calculated (Tsai & Cho 1976) and Lindgren (1991) demonstrated how this
calculation model can be applied to wood.

For an inhomogeneous material such as wood, µ will vary along the path of the X-rays,
meaning that equation (1) has to be integrated along the ray path. Lindgren (1991)
showed that µm is approximately constant for dry wood and that µm of water is about 5%
larger than µm of dry wood. This means that µm of green wood will vary slightly with
moisture content. However, since almost all variation in µ is explained by the density
variation, the integration of equation (1) can be simplified by treating µm as a constant.
This implies that, for monoenergetic X-rays, the attenuation will be given by:

    xtdttdtt
mavmm

eIeIeIeII  
 0000 (3)

where the mass thickness x is defined as the product of the average density ρav along the
ray path and the path length t through the wood:

tx av (4)
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Typically, the X-ray source is not monoenergetic. Thus, in order to find the total
transmitted intensity, equation (3) has to be integrated over the whole photon energy
spectrum of the X-ray source:

   



max

min

0

E

E

xE
tot dEeEII m (5)

where Emin and Emax define the photon energy range of the X-ray source.
The intensity of the transmitted radiation will be registered by a detector and the
resulting radiographic image will give information about the attenuation of X-rays
which have travelled through the object along different paths. This reveals parts of the
object with contrasting attenuation, caused either by deviations in the path length t or
by deviations in the material properties, mass attenuation µm and density ρ.

1.3.2 CT scanning

X-ray scanning by computed tomography (CT) is a technique in which X-ray
projections of the object are gathered from a large number of directions. Using a back-
projection algorithm processed by a computer, it is possible to reconstruct an image of
the X-ray attenuation µ throughout the object. Images from a CT scanner are known
as tomograms or CT images and provide very good knowledge of the internal of the
object (Figure 5). In medical imaging, CT images are used to differentiate between
tissues with different density or mass attenuation. For wood, mass attenuation is
approximately constant, meaning that CT data can be used to find the density of the
object. Lindgren (1991) showed that density of wood can be measured with a 95%
confidence interval of ±4 kg/m3 for dry wood and ±13 kg/m3 for green wood using a
CT scanner. The major contributor to the measurement error observed for green wood
(at least ±6 kg/m3) was the uncertainty in mass attenuation of green wood caused by
the difference in µm between dry wood and water. The accuracy when measuring the
same set of samples using balance and vernier calliper was about 2.5 kg/m3.

The high resolution information on the density distribution in the log obtainable by
CT scanning has proven very valuable for research purposes. Examples are the Swedish
pine stem bank (Grundberg et al. 1995) and the European spruce stem bank (Anon.
2000), large collections of CT scanned Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and Norway
spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) stems which have been used as material in a large number
of scientific studies.

Even though the speed of medical CT scanners has increased markedly over the last
decades, these scanners are still much too slow for most industrial applications.
Furthermore, CT scanners are not built to withstand the rough environment of
sawmills. Instead, airport security CT scanners have been adjusted to and evaluated for
use in sawmilling industry (Rinnhofer et al. 2003). It was found that the use of a CT
scanner would help optimizing breakdown and improve value of the sawn wood. Still,
the scanning speed of the evaluated system was only 1.5 m/min, which is about 100
times too slow for use in high speed sawmills. Thus, the conclusion was that such a
system would be best suited for application in a high quality sawmill that is dealing with
expensive raw material and allowing several minutes of processing time per log.
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Figure 5: CT images of a Scots pine top log. Dark pixels represent low density and bright pixels
represent high density. To the left a cross-section between knot whorls and to the right a cross-
section within a knot whorl.

1.3.3 Industrial X-ray scanning

In order to improve speed, industrial X-ray scanners use only a limited number of fixed
measurement directions (e.g. Aune 1995, Grundberg & Grönlund 1997). The most
common solution on the market is two-directional X-ray log scanners, producing two
perpendicular radiographs as the log is fed through the scanner (Figures 6 & 7). These
X-ray projections are collected one cross-section at the time using a detector array
measuring the intensity of the X-ray radiation arriving at each pixel.

The X-ray projections of the log contain data describing the internal attenuation
distribution of the log. From this data it is possible to distinguish internal features of the
log, such as heartwood border, knots and other geometrical features and anomalies.
Variables calculated from the X-ray log scanner data have been related to a number of
sawlog properties, e.g., species (Grundberg & Grönlund 1996), knot structure
(Pietikäinen 1996, Grundberg & Grönlund 1998), plank grade (Grundberg & Grönlund
1997, Öhman 1999), heartwood content (Skatter 1998, Oja et al. 2001), density (Oja et
al. 2001), diameter under bark (Oja et al. 1998a, Skatter 1998), strength (Oja et al.
2005), stiffness (Oja et al. 2001), spiral grain (Sepúlveda et al. 2003), resin pockets (Skog
& Oja 2009) and annual ring width (Grundberg & Grönlund 1998, Wang 1998, Burian
2006)

Simulations have also shown that the number of high quality boards could be increased
if information about knot whorl asymmetries from an X-ray log scanner was used for
determining the best sawing position (Oja et al. 1998b).
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Figure 6: Schematic of the X-ray log scanner described by Grundberg & Grönlund (1997).

Figure 7: Two perpendicular X-ray radiographs from an industrial X-ray log scanner. Dark
pixels represent low attenuation and bright pixels represent high attenuation. The metal carriers,
seen as white areas in the images above, are filtered away before any further image processing is
done.

1.3.4 Physics of the industrial X-ray log scanner

This section covers the relation between the intensity measured by the X-ray scanner
and the mass thickness of the scanned object. These equations lay the foundation both
for the simulation of X-ray log scanner radiographs from CT images and for the
calculation of densities from X-ray radiographs.

The X-ray scanner used in papers I-II and simulated in papers III-IV is of the brand
RemaLog XRay (Anon. 2009c) and equipped with 160 kV tungsten X-ray tubes,
giving a maximum photon energy of Emax = 160 keV. A thin (0.3 mm) copper filter is
applied to remove the lowest energy photons. The energy spectrum of this X-ray tube
before and after filtering is shown in Figure 8.

The intensity transmitted through the log along any given ray path is given by the
integral in equation (5) and should be calculated over the entire X-ray spectrum of the
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source, i.e., the filtered spectrum in Figure 8. When simulating an X-ray scanner, this
integral will be calculated as a sum of exponential functions:

     




 
keVE

E

xE
E

E

E

xE
tot

mm eIdEeEII
160

0
,00

max

min

 (6)

where I0,E is the initial intensity of the photons within an energy interval of width
1 keV around the energy level E.

In other words, the intensity Itot measured by the detector is a sum of exponential
functions of x, the mass thickness. In order to calculate the mass thickness from a
radiograph, equation (6) must be solved for x. This can be done by approximating the
sum of exponentials by a single exponential function of the effective initial intensity I0,eff

and mass attenuation µm,eff (Figure 9):

    x

eff

keVE

E

xE
Etot

effmm eIeIxI ,

,0

160

0
,0

 




   (7)

From equation (7), the mass thickness x of the object can be expressed as a function of
the measured intensity:

  toteffmtoteff IccIIx lnlnln 10,,0   (8)

where c0 and c1 are constants. It should be noted that any intensity scale can be used in
equation (8), as long as no intensity is represented by 0 on the scale.

Figure 8: X-ray intensity as a function of
photon energy for the 160 kV tungsten X-ray
tube (dotted line) and X-ray intensity after
filtering by a 0.3 mm copper filter (solid line).
The radiation consists of bremsstrahlung (the
base curve) and K-characteristic radiation (the
thin peaks).

Figure 9: Remaining X-ray intensity as a
function of mass thickness for green wood of
moisture content 100% (solid line) and
approximation of this function to a single

exponential function
x

eff
effmeII ,

,0


 (dotted

line).
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When simulating a log scanner radiograph from a stack of CT images, x is calculated
from the CT image and Itot is calculated using equation (6). Then the values of constants
c0 and c1 in the approximate equation (8) can be determined by linear regression of the
simulation values. For the particular X-ray scanner described above, it was found that
c0 = 52.9 and c1 = -5.74 and that the error in x introduced by the approximation does
not exceed 1%.

1.4 Combining X-ray and three-dimensional scanning

Oja et al. (2004) compared the grading performances of the X-ray and 3D log scanning
techniques and found that both methods could be used for quality sorting of sawlogs,
for 3D scanning 57% of the centre boards got correct grade and for X-ray scanning this
figure was 62%. It was also found that grading was further improved by the
combination of variables from both methods in a partial least squares (PLS) model, to
64% correct grade when combining 3D with one X-ray direction and 65% correct
grade when combining 3D with two X-ray directions. Because some logs yield centre
boards of different grade, the highest possible result in this study was 81% centre boards
of correct grade with ideal log grading.

In the study by Oja et al. (2004), data from the X-ray and 3D scanners were analysed
separately and the calculated variables from each scanner type was then combined in a
common PLS model. Because the combination of X-ray and 3D scanning seemed
promising, it was concluded that future studies should focus on the development of
methods that better utilize the potential of combining data from the two scanner types.

Already in the early stages of the development of the X-ray log scanning technique, it
was shown that path length compensation could be used to improve image contrast
(Grundberg et al. 1990). The principle behind path length compensation is that the
measured X-ray intensity is related both to the travel path of the X-rays through the
log and to the average density along the path, see equations (4) and (8). This means
that, by compensating the X-ray radiographs for the varying path lengths, contrast
between regions of different intensity can be improved. The path lengths can be
calculated from an estimated circular or elliptic cross-sectional shape of the log but the
best compensation is obtained when using the true outer shape. In practice, however,
the true shape of the log in not known. Instead, log shape data from a 3D scanner could
be used since it is the best approximation available.

The hypothesis of this project is that a good path length compensation can be obtained
by combining data from X-ray and 3D log scanners and that, by performing this
compensation, it will be possible to calculate the heartwood content and the heartwood
and sapwood densities with improved precision.
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2 Aim

The aim of this project has been to improve the precision of heartwood diameter and
heartwood density measurements in sawlogs by the development of an algorithm
combining data from X-ray and 3D scanners using path length compensation.

3 Limitations

Within this project, the developed algorithms have only been evaluated for debarked
Scots pine sawlogs. The heartwood diameter calculations have been performed off-line
on previously recorded data and the density calculations have only been tested on
simulated data.
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4 Materials

In this project, three different data sets have been used. The first set (papers I-II)
consists of paired data from industrial X-ray and 3D log scanners and the second set
(papers III-IV) is the CT scanned logs from the Swedish pine stem bank (Grundberg et
al. 1995). The third data set (papers I-IV) consists of CT data and industrial X-ray and
3D log scanner data for one and the same log and was used to calibrate the simulations
and the density calculations.

4.1 Data set A, industrial data

The SCA Munksund sawmill, a large sawmill in the north of Sweden sawing Scots
pine, was chosen as host for the project. In total, 435 green debarked sawlogs,
originating from 13 different diameter classes in the range 150–300 mm, were picked
out and individually ID marked. The top heartwood diameter of each log was manually
measured in a direction selected to avoid extreme values in the case of oval or
otherwise irregular heartwood shape.

A one-directional X-ray scanner, RemaLog XRay (Anon. 2009c), was installed next to
the MPM Engineering 3D optical scanner (Anon. 2009b) in the log-sorting station of
the sawmill (Figure 10). Subsequently, all logs were scanned and raw data from both
log scanners were recorded. The 3D scanner measures the shape of the log with a cross-
sectional distance of around 20 mm and describes the shape by reporting the radius at
72 angles per cross-section. The X-ray scanner measured the attenuation of X-rays
through the log every 13 mm at a resolution of 576 pixels per scan, each pixel
corresponding approximately to 0.8 mm of log diameter.

After the logs had been scanned, the logs were sawn using appropriate 2X-patterns,
forming a total of 870 centre yield planks. The grades of the sawn planks with respect
to knots were established manually by the mill’s lumber grader as well as automatically
using a FinScan Boardmaster (Anon. 2009a) equipment. After drying, the planks were
sent to a finger jointing facility where their knot free zones were determined.

Figure 10: Log scanners used when collecting log data; MPM Engineering 3D optical scanner
(left) and a one-directional RemaLog X-ray scanner (right).
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This data was used in papers I-II, where X-ray and 3D-data is combined using path
length compensation and related to the heartwood diameter.

4.2 Data set B, stem bank data

As described in section 1.3.2, the Swedish pine stem bank (Grundberg et al. 1995) is a
large collection of CT scanned Scots pine logs. All logs were CT scanned in green
condition, then a slice was cut off from the butt end of every log, conditioned to 9%
moisture content and CT scanned again. Thus, for every log, the green density
distribution is known for the whole log and the dry density at the butt end can be
calculated from the images of the conditioned slices.

The CT scanning of the logs was performed at Luleå University of Technology in
Skellefteå, using a medical CT scanner (Siemens Somatom AR.T). In this project, the
original full resolution images with 512×512 pixels and 12 bits depth have been used,
whereas previous studies on the stem bank data have been using downscaled images
with 256×256 pixels resolution and 8 bits depth (Grundberg et al. 1995). The bit depth
of the original images was distributed so that there is one intensity level per CT
number, corresponding approximately to a density resolution of one density level per
1 kg/m3. The beam width was 5 mm and the reconstructed image width was between
350–450 mm, depending on the log size. Thus, each pixel in the CT images describes a
volume element (voxel) of size ranging from 0.68×0.68×5 mm3 to 0.88×0.88×5 mm3.
The distance between cross-sections was 10 mm within knot whorls and 40 mm
between the knot whorls (Grönlund et al. 1995).

Before the stem bank logs were used for any simulations, they were debarked using a
threshold filter. This was done so that data set B would correspond better to data set A,
where the logs had been debarked before scanning.

In papers III and IV, the stem bank images were used to simulate data from industrial
scanners. In paper III, simulations without noise were used. In paper IV, artificial noise
and various input errors were added to the simulated data. The simulated data files were
then related to density and heartwood diameter reference values measured directly
within the CT images. A total of 553 Scots pine logs from the stem bank were used in
paper III whereas a total of 560 logs were used in paper IV.

4.3 Data set C, calibration data

A knot rich Scots pine sawlog was scanned using the industrial X-ray and 3D log
scanners at the SCA Munksund sawmill (see section 4.1). The sawlog was then brought
to the tomography lab at Luleå University of Technology in Skellefteå where it was
scanned with the same settings used for the Swedish pine stem bank (see section 4.2).
Rotational position of the log was kept track of, so that it could be scanned at the same
position in both equipments.

This data set was used to calibrate the simulations according to equation (6) (papers I,
III, IV) and the mass thickness calculations according to equation (8) (papers I-IV).
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5 Methods

5.1 Simulation of industrial data

5.1.1 X-ray log scanner data

Simulation of industrial X-ray log scanner radiographs from the CT logs of the stem
bank was described by Grundberg and Grönlund (1997). For this project, an updated
code was written, using the full resolution versions of the CT images. The new code
allows simulation of an arbitrary number of X-ray directions at a resolution of 576 or
1152 pixels per cross-section and a depth of 12 or 16 bits (4096 or 65536 grey-scale
levels respectively). The simulations used in papers III and IV were carried out at 576
pixels resolution and 12 bits depth.

A CT image was positioned in a simulation model of the X-ray log scanner, see Figure
11. Since the CT image is a density chart of the cross-section, this allowed for the
calculation of the average density along the ray paths to every detector pixel. The mass
thickness x along each ray path was then calculated by multiplication of the path length
through wood and the average density along that ray path, equation (4). The X-ray
intensity transmitted through the log could then be calculated by taking the sum in
equation (6) over the filtered energy spectrum of the X-ray log scanner (Figure 8).
Next, the simulated intensities were scaled so that the maximum intensity level of the
detector (4095 or 65535) matched the intensity transmitted through a 1.3 mm copper

Figure 11: Principle for simulation of X-ray log scanner data. (a) A CT cross-section is inserted
into a simulation model of the log scanner and the mass thicknesses along rays hitting each detector
pixel are calculated. (b) The intensity transmitted through the log (grey line) is calculated from the
mass thickness (black line) by integration over the full energy spectrum of the X-ray log scanner.
The dashed lines in (a) represent the maximum intensity level measured by the X-ray scanner,
corresponding approximately to 55 mm of green wood.
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filter. This corresponds approximately to 55 mm of green wood, as illustrated by the
dashed lines in Figure 11. The calibration data set C was then used to make a fine
adjustment of the scaling, so that the simulated data would match the data from the
industrial installation. As a final step of the simulation, an artificial electronic noise was
added to the signal (paper IV only). The noise was normally distributed with a standard
deviation proportional to the square root of the intensity. The noise level was chosen so
that the simulated noise would correspond to the actual noise observed in the industrial
X-ray radiograph in the calibration data set C.

5.1.2 3D scanner data

The outer shape of the logs was derived from the debarked CT images of the logs by a
simple threshold filter. The outer shape was then stored in a data file of the same format
as used by the MPM 3D scanner (cf. section 4.1).

5.2 Path length compensation

The principle applied when combining cross-sectional data from the 3D and X-ray
scanners was very similar to the principle used when simulating X-ray log scanner data
from CT image (section 5.1.1). For each X-ray cross-section, the corresponding outer
shape measured by the 3D scanner was identified and positioned in a simulation model
of the X-ray scanner. By doing this, it was possible to calculate the path lengths
through wood of X-rays hitting each detector pixel, Figure 12a.

Figure 12: Principle for path length compensation of X-ray data using log shape information from
an optical 3D scanner. (a) Simulation model of a two-directional X-ray log scanner, showing the
measured X-ray attenuation through the log cross-section (grey line). The outer shape of the cross-
section, as measured by an optical 3D scanner, is inserted into the simulation model and the path
lengths through wood of X-rays hitting each detector pixel are calculated (black line). (b) The path-
length-compensated X-ray cross-section for detector 1 (black line) is calculated by combination of
the measured X-ray attenuation (grey line) and the calculated path lengths.
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The 3D cross-section was positioned to match the border of the log in the X-ray data,
which is defined as the outermost pixels where the X-ray intensity is below the
maximum value. This border corresponds to path lengths through wood of
approximately 55 mm, a figure that varies with the moisture content of the wood. In
this project, X-ray log scanner data with both one and two measurement directions
have been used. When using one X-ray direction only, the position of the log is
constrained in one dimension. In this case, the 3D cross-section was placed so that the
path length through wood equals 55 mm at both X-ray borders. When using two
directions, the position of the log is constrained in two directions, which simplifies the
positioning. In this case the 3D cross-section was placed so that the path lengths at all
four X-ray borders were as equal as possible, but not necessarily 55 mm.

The mass thickness along each ray path through the log was obtained from the intensity
measured by the X-ray scanner. This was done using equation (8), which had been
previously calibrated using data set C.

Using equation (4), the mass thickness obtained from the X-ray data was divided by the
corresponding path length calculated from the 3D shape, and so the average green
density along that ray path was obtained, Figure 12b and Figure 13. Finally, the average
green densities along all rays in all cross-sections were arranged together as a green
density profile of the log. This method of combining data from 3D and X-ray scanners
will be referred to as 3D X-ray method and the combined data as 3D X-ray data.

5.3 Heartwood diameter calculation

The combined 3D X-ray data comprise average green density profiles for every cross-
section of the log, one for each measurement direction. At the edges of such a profile,
the average density is high since the X-rays arriving at these pixels have been passing
through moist sapwood only. In the centre of the profile, the average density is lower,
since these rays have been passing through both sapwood and heartwood.

In order to locate the heartwood border β in such a profile, the profile was smoothed
using an average filter and the inflection points α of the smoothed profile were located.
The heartwood border β in the profile was then selected as the pixel where the tangent
line through the inflection point equals the average sapwood density, as shown in
Figure 13.

When the heartwood border had been established, the heartwood content of the
individual cross-sections could be calculated as the ratio between the heartwood size
and the log size. For the two-directional case, an average was formed for the two
measurement directions. Then, a linear model of the heartwood content was formed
for all knot-free cross-sections within 300–2500 mm from the top end of the log. This
model was then evaluated at the position where reference values were available, either
at the top (paper II) or at 1000 mm from the top (paper III). Eventually, the heartwood
diameter was determined by multiplication of the heartwood content and the 3D
diameter at this position.
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Figure 13: Path-length-compensated X-ray cross-section of a Scots pine log, describing an average
green density profile of the log. A and B = valid regions when looking for the two heartwood
borders of the cross-section; α = inflection point carrying the minimum derivative within region A
and the maximum derivative within region B, respectively; β = heartwood border in each region,
selected as the point where the tangent line through the inflection point equals the average sapwood
density.

5.4 Density calculations

In the region between the log border and the heartwood border, the rays pass only
through sapwood. A quarter of this sapwood region (the rays situated within 45–70% of
the region width, seen from the log border) was used to form an average sapwood
density at every cross-section. Finally, the sapwood density ρs was median filtered over
±10 cross-sections.

For every cross-section, the heartwood border in both measurement directions was
used to estimate an oval heartwood shape. In the case with only one X-ray direction,
the heartwood was assumed to be centred and of the same size when being viewed
from a second perpendicular measurement direction. From the estimated shape, the
path length through heartwood was calculated for every ray and the share h of the path
travelled through heartwood was then calculated by division by the previously
calculated total path length through wood for the ray, Figure 14.

A value for the green heartwood density ρh was then calculated for every ray passing
through the heartwood. This value was calculated from the average green density ρa

along the ray using the relation:

  sha hh   1 (9)

where ρs is the green sapwood density along the ray and h is the share of the path being
travelled through the heartwood. As an approximation for the local sapwood density ρs

the median filtered average sapwood density of the cross-section was used.
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Figure 14: 3D cross-section of a log with an estimated oval heartwood shape inscribed. The
dashed lines show example X-ray paths through sapwood only (1.) and through sapwood and
heartwood (2.). The path length through wood of a ray is s and the path length through
heartwood along the ray is h×s.

An average green heartwood density ρh,avg was calculated for the centremost third of the
heartwood rays in each cross-section and a linear model was developed using the ρh,avg

values of all knot-free cross-sections. The predicted heartwood density ρh,pred of the log
was then determined by evaluation of the linear model 400 mm from the butt end of
the log.

Finally, a prediction for the dry density ρ0,pred of the wood at this position was calculated
from ρh,pred, assuming the heartwood moisture content of all logs to be 35% and the
volume swelling to be 14.2%.

h×s

s
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6 Results and Discussion

6.1 Heartwood diameter

In paper II, the precision of the heartwood diameter calculations of the 3D X-ray
method was compared to the precision using X-ray only. This comparison was done
using data set A, industrial data with one X-ray direction. It was found that by the
addition of 3D data to the X-ray data it was possible to raise the predictability of the
heartwood diameter from R² = 0.84 to 0.95 and to improve the RMSE from 17 mm
to 9.3 mm, primarily because of the enhanced contrast between heartwood and
sapwood (Figures 15 & 16).

In paper III, the precision of the 3D X-ray heartwood diameter calculations was
evaluated for one and two measurement directions. The evaluation was done using data
set B, simulations without artificial noise. It was found that, except for one outlier, the
heartwood content of a sawlog as a whole could be predicted with similar accuracy
using one or two X-ray directions, around R2 = 0.99 and RMSE = 4 mm (Figures 17
& 18). This was an unexpected result, since, for an individual cross-section, the
uncertainty in heartwood content due to heartwood shape irregularities is higher when
using only one measurement direction. It seems however, that this uncertainty becomes
less important when inspecting a larger part of the log, probably because heartwood
shape irregularities average out over a distance and do not affect the linear model that
was used to predict the heartwood content.

The precision obtained for one X-ray direction was much better for the simulated data
set B, RMSE = 4.5 mm, than for the industrial data set A, RMSE = 9.3 mm. It has
been noticed that the heartwood diameter calculations are not very sensitive to noise,
so the lack of noise in the simulations should not be the main cause for this difference.
Instead, it is likely that a large part of the uncertainty experienced for the industrial data
lies in the reference values. For data set A, the heartwood diameter references were
measured by hand and sometimes it was difficult to locate the heartwood border by
eye. Heartwood shape irregularities also contributed to the uncertainty in the reference
values.
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Figure 15: Top heartwood diameters for 423
Scots pine logs, manually measured vs.
predictions using one X-ray direction (X-ray
only method). Measurements are based on
industiral data.

Figure 16: Top heartwood diameters for 423
Scots pine logs, manually measured vs.
predictions using one 3D path-length-
compensated X-ray direction. The two outliers
(×) were excluded when calculating R² and
RMSE. Measurements are based on
industiral data.

Figure 17: Heartwood diameter 1000 mm
from top end in 553 Scots pine logs,
measurement in CT images versus predictions
using one 3D path-length-compensated X-ray
direction. The outlier (×) is an oversize butt
log. Measurements are based on simulated
data without artificial noise.

Figure 18: Heartwood diameter 1000 mm
from top end in 553 Scots pine logs,
measurement in CT images versus predictions
using two 3D path-length-compensated X-ray
directions. Measurements are based on
simulated data without artificial noise.
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6.2 Heartwood density

In paper III, the precision in the calculation of green heartwood density using the 3D
X-ray method was evaluated for one and two measurement directions. The comparison
was done using data set B, simulations without artificial noise. It was found that the
precision in green density predictions improved significantly when using two X-ray
directions, from R2 = 0.73 and RMSE = 35 kg/m3 to R2 = 0.80 and RMSE = 30
kg/m3 (Figures 19 & 20). This was expected, since proper calculation of the heartwood
density requires a good estimate of the share of the ray path travelled through
heartwood, h in equation (9). As seen in Figure 14, the value of h for ray 2 very much
depends on the heartwood content measured in the perpendicular measurement
direction. Thus, the use of only one X-ray direction introduces significant uncertainty
in the density calculations. However, it should be noted that the precision obtained
when using the 3D X-ray method with one X-ray direction is similar to the precision
obtained with a two-directional X-ray log scanner without path length compensation
(Oja et al. 2001). In paper IV, it was concluded that the precision in the green
heartwood density calculations could be improved slightly, to R2 = 0.82 and RMSE =
29 kg/m3, by the use of separate linear models for butt logs and upper logs. When
adding artificial noise to the data, the precision of the green heartwood density
calculations dropped to R2 = 0.79 and RMSE = 32 kg/m3.

In paper IV, it was also concluded that dry heartwood density could be predicted with
similar precision as green heartwood density. When using artificial noise and one linear
model for all logs, the precision was R2 = 0.74 and RMSE = 39 kg/m3 (Figure 21). By
the use of separate linear models for butt logs and upper logs, however, the precision
improved significantly, to R2 = 0.83 and RMSE = 32 kg/m3 (Figure 22). This is
because, in the butt end of the tree, the moisture content is lower and the dry density is
higher (Esping 1992), thus the relation between measured green density and actual dry
density will be different for butt logs and upper logs.

For the largest butt logs, ca 1% of the logs, no density could be predicted. This was an
expected behaviour because the scanner dynamics is optimised for smaller logs. Thus,
for very large diameters, few X-ray photons are transmitted through the log and the
detector touches bottom. When this happens, density cannot be calculated. This could
be worked around still keeping the dynamics for smaller logs, e.g., by scanning large
logs using higher X-ray tube effect and another calibration.
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Figure 19: Green heartwood density 400
mm from the butt end in 547 Scots pine logs,
average values from CT images versus
predictions using one 3D path-length-
compensated X-ray direction. Measurements
are based on simulated data without artificial
noise.

Figure 20: Green heartwood density 400
mm from the butt end in 548 Scots pine logs,
average values from CT images versus
predictions using two 3D path-length-
compensated X-ray directions. Measurements
are based on simulated data without artificial
noise.

Figure 21: Dry heartwood density in 553
Scots pine logs. Measurements in CT images
versus predictions using two 3D path-length-
compensated X-ray directions. Measurements
are based on simulated data including artificial
noise. One common linear model has been
used both for butt logs and upper logs.

Figure 22: Dry heartwood density in 553
Scots pine logs. Measurements in CT images
versus predictions using two 3D path-length-
compensated X-ray directions. Measurements
are based on simulated data including artificial
noise. Separate linear models for butt logs and
upper logs have been used.
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7 Conclusions

Path length compensation of X-ray data using the outer shape measured by a 3D
scanner presents a good way of enhancing the log sorting precision of the scanners
relative to when they are being used separately. The results show that for a sawmill
already using both 3D and X-ray scanners, there is a large improvement potential
available using existing equipment.

For sawmills thinking about investing in an X-ray scanner, the possibility of connecting
it to the 3D scanner adds to the value of the investment. The improved sorting
precision should make the rate of return of the equipment higher and encourage more
sawmills to make this investment.

The method was found suitable for application with both one- and two-directional X-
ray scanners. The heartwood diameter of the log as a whole could be predicted with
similar precision using one or two X-ray directions, whereas precision in heartwood
density predictions improved significantly when using two X-ray directions.

Because the use of only one X-ray direction in combination with an existing 3D
scanner is very efficient for improving the precision of the heartwood diameter
predictions, this could be a cost-effective alternative for a company interested in sorting
their logs based on heartwood diameter.
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8 Future work

So far, the 3D path length compensation has only been evaluated for Scots pine. Thus,
the next step should be the testing of the developed algorithms for use with Norway
spruce. For spruce, the heartwood border is less distinct, meaning that the contrast
added by the path length compensation may prove extra useful. Strength grading is also
more common for spruce, and consequently, proper density measurements will be even
more valuable than for pine.

The improved measurement of the heartwood shape could be used for detecting
heartwood shape irregularities, e.g., caused by top rupture. The feasibility of the 3D
X-ray method for detecting top rupture will be evaluated using both simulations from
the stem bank and data from industrial scanners.

The density profiles obtained using the 3D X-ray method could also be used, e.g., for
the detection of defects affecting the wood density, such as severe rot or the presence of
pebbles in the wood. Another use of the density profiles would be to estimate the
sapwood moisture content, which could be used to identify logs that have been lying at
the felling site a long period of time before arriving at the sawmill.

Other ways of combining 3D and X-ray data should also be investigated, e.g., the
possibility of combining the tracheid measurements of the 3D scanner with X-ray
scanning to create a more robust measurement of bark thickness and diameter under
bark.
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ABSTRACT 
Quality sorting of sawlogs is becoming more and more common. This is the result of increasing production of customer 
specific products in combination with high raw material prices. 

Today, log quality sorting is being based on either 3D or X-ray scanning techniques. Previous research has shown that 
sorting accuracy is improved when using multivariate models to combine variables from both 3D and X-ray scanners. 
There is however a potential of further improving the sorting if 3D and X-ray data are combined at an earlier stage; from 
the measured 3D shape a better estimate of the X-ray path lengths through the log may be found, thus enabling 
 the calculation of a log density profile from the measured X-ray attenuation. 

The development and evaluation of such a technique is the topic of current research at SP Trätek and Luleå University 
 of Technology in Skellefteå. Preliminary results show that the method is good at calculating large scale properties such as 
heartwood content and heartwood and sapwood densities. When looking for smaller geometric objects, e. g., knot whorls, 
extra care must be taken so that observational errors from the 3D scanner do not compromise the X-ray data. 

Software simulating industrial X-ray scanner data from CT-scanned logs has also been developed. A very good agreement 
was found between simulated data and actual data from an industrial installation. This underlines that such a simulation 
tool is very valuable when developing algorithms for industrial X-ray scanners. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Grounds for quality sorting of sawlogs 
For a long period of time, sawmills have had a strong focus on productivity. The standard methods 
of improving profits has been either making efforts to improve volume recovery or increasing  
the volumes of sawlogs passing through the mill. Today, the competition for sawlogs is fiercer and raw 
material costs are rising, comprising an increasingly large amount of the total costs of the mill.  

Consequently, it is has become ever more lucrative for sawmills to focus on value recovery and quality 
of sawn products rather than just outgoing volumes. One way of doing this is sawing products carrying 
specific combinations of dimension and grade, better corresponding to customer demands and thus 
yielding better value. In order to achieve this, keeping an efficient raw material use, it is important 
to get it right from the beginning, identifying the right sawlogs for each product; hence quality sorting 
of logs before sawing is becoming more and more common.  

Quality sorting using optical 3D scanners 
Quality sorting of sawlogs requires the ability to predict quality of sawn goods from log measure-
ments. Many sawmills already sort the timber based on length and diameter measures obtained from 
optical three-dimensional (3D) surface scanners (Figure 1). These scanners also yield information 
about taper, bumpiness and other variables that may be used to estimate the log quality (e.g. Grace 
1994, Jäppinen and Nylinder 1997, Oja et al. 1999). Such predictions, using partial least squares (PLS) 
modelling on 3D data in the quality sorting software Kvalitet On-Line (Anon. 2007b), has proven 
successful and become widely spread in Sweden. 
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Figure 1. Schematic description of an optical 3D surface scanner (Dashner 1993). 

Quality sorting using X-ray scanners 
Still the quality information obtainable from 3D scanners is limited, since it is based solely on outer 
shape properties of the log. An extensive evaluation (Grundberg et al. 1990) of different measurement 
techniques showed that inner properties of logs are best measured using X-rays.  

X-ray scanning by computed tomography (CT) is too slow for industrial applications but may be used 
to obtain precise measurements of wood density (Lindgren 1991). The high quality images captured 
have proven very useful for research purposes, e.g., the Swedish pine stem bank, a collection  
of CT images gathered by Grönlund et al. (1995). 

In order to improve speed, industrial X-ray scanners only use a limited number of fixed measurement 
directions (e.g. Aune 1995, Grundberg and Grönlund 1995). Many authors have developed algorithms 
analyzing images from such detectors, including calculation of knot structure (Pietikäinen 1996), 
annual ring width (Wang et al. 1997), outer shape (Oja et al. 1998, Skatter 1998) and strength of sawn 
products (Oja et al. 2005). Figure 2 shows the principle of a successful two-directional X-ray 
LogScanner for Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) developed by Grundberg and Grönlund (1995), being 
in use at seven sawmills as of October 2007. Today the use of X-ray scanners is increasing and, likely, 
more installations will follow. 

 
 Figure 2. Schematic description of the X-ray LogScanner developed by Grundberg and Grönlund (1995),  

image from Oja et al. (1998). 
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Quality sorting combining X-ray and 3D scanners 
Oja et al. (2004) made a comparison between the grading performances of X-ray and 3D scanning 
techniques and also investigated possible benefits from using a PLS model combining parameters from 
both methods. The study showed that 57% of sawn boards were correctly graded when using  
3D scanning, 62% when using X-ray LogScanner and 66% when combining data from both scanning 
methods. The highest possible result, with ideal log grading, was 81%. The study concludes that 
 the combination of 3D and X-ray scanning seems very promising and suggests that future studies 
should focus on fully utilizing the possibilities of combining the two techniques. The combination 
could also be expected to give better diameter measurements, joining the ability of the X-ray 
LogScanner to handle varying bark thickness with the ability of the 3D scanner to handle irregularly 
shaped cross-sections (Oja et al. 1998). Yet another reason for investigating the benefits of such 
a combination is that a 3D scanner is already present at most mills installing an X-ray LogScanner, 
and thus do not present any substantial extra investment costs. 

By combining raw data from 3D and X-ray scanners at an earlier stage it would be possible to obtain 
improved density profiles of the logs. A density profile of the log can be obtained if the LogScanner 
signal is compensated for the varying travel path lengths of the individual photons through the wood 
(Grundberg et al. 1990). The best travel path compensation is found from the real shape of the log, 
which in practice is not known. Instead, algorithms developed should use the best shape information 
available, namely the shape measured by the 3D scanner. The hypothesis is that such a combined 
technique would lead to improved assessments of heartwood and sapwood densities and would allow 
for better identification of, among other things, heartwood content, knot whorls, annual ring distance 
and rot. 

The aim of this study is consequently to develop algorithms combining X-ray and 3D data using travel 
path compensation and to evaluate whether the methods developed have a potential of improving 
quality sorting at sawmills. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Data collection 
In order to enable the development of quality sorting algorithms based on 3D and X-ray data, it was an 
essential first step to collect a well defined data set. A large sawmill in the north of Sweden, which had 
recently installed a one-directional LogScanner, was chosen as host for the project and a total of 435 
Scots pine sawlogs, originating from 13 different diameter classes in the range of 150 to 300 mm,  
were picked out. Each log was individually ID marked and had its top heartwood diameter and annual 
ring distance manually measured. The logs were then sent through the log sorting station, where data 
from the RemaControl X-ray LogScanner and the MPM Engineering 3D surface scanner  
were recorded. 

Once all available log data had been collected, the logs were sawn using suitable 2X-patterns, forming 
a total of 870 centre yield planks. The grades of the sawn planks with respect to knots were established 
manually by the mill’s lumber grader as well as automatically using a FinScan Boardmaster  
equipment. Eventually, the dried planks were sent to a finger jointing facility where their knot free 
zones were determined. 

Combining 3D and X-ray data using travel path compensation 
The development of algorithms combining raw data from the 3D and X-ray scanners using travel path 
length compensation and was performed using MatLab 7 (Anon. 2007c) and Visual Studio 2005 
(Anon. 2007a). 

Data were combined on cross-section level according to the principle shown in Figure 3. For each 
X-ray cross-section, the corresponding 3D cross-section was located and inserted into a simulation 
model of the X-ray scanner. Since both scanners are located along a common carrier line, right next to 
each other, it was assumed that the rotational position of the logs did not change between the scanners. 
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Vibrations do however introduce an uncertainty in the exact horizontal and vertical position of each 
cross-section. Thus the positions of the 3D cross-sections are being individually adjusted in order  
to achieve best possible matching with X-ray cross-sections. 

Once the 3D cross-section has been properly positioned in the simulation model, the travel path 
lengths through the wood for photons hitting each detector pixel are being calculated. With knowledge 
of the radiated X-ray spectrum as well as the absorption and travel length along each ray path, 
 the average density at each ray path is being calculated (cf. Grundberg et al. 1990) and arranged 
together as a density profile of the cross-section. 

 

 
Figure 3. Principle for density profile calculation from an X-ray (black) cross-section and a 3D (gray) cross-section. 

The 3D cross-section is inserted into a simulation model of the X-ray LogScanner and the travel path 

lengths through wood of photons hitting each detector pixel are calculated (gray). A density profile may 

then be found by combination of measured X-ray absorption and calculated travel path length. 

Simulating an X-ray LogScanner from CT data 
In order to validate the travel path algorithms and the density profiles calculated, as well as to allow 
for further algorithm development classifying knot whorls, rot and other internal artefacts, well defined 
source data is essential. A data set suitable for this purpose is the Swedish pine stem bank, a collection 
of more than 600 CT-scanned Scots pine logs. These logs are well defined regarding knot structure  
and other quality parameters and CT images are available for every 10 mm of the log. 

When developing the X-ray LogScanner, Grundberg and Grönlund (1995) wrote algorithms that could 
simulate LogScanner data using CT images from the Swedish pine stem bank. The implementation 
however had become obsolete due to computer platform change and due to higher resolutions now 
being available for both CT images and LogScanners. Thus a new simulation code was written, better 
suited for the demands of this project. 

The new simulation code was verified by the X-ray scanning of a knot rich sawlog at the host sawmill. 
The sawlog was then brought to the tomography lab at Luleå University of Technology in Skellefteå 
where it was scanned with the same settings used for the Swedish pine stem bank. Rotational position 
of the log was kept track of, so that it could be scanned at the same position in both equipments. 
LogScanner data could then be simulated and compared to the data actually collected at the sawmill. 
The access to the full set of CT, X-ray LogScanner and 3D data for the same log also allowed 
 for comparison between calculated density profile and actual density of the log. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Travel path compensation 
The study presented in this report has focused on the development of algorithms that combine raw data 
from 3D and X-ray scanners at an earlier stage in order to obtain improved density profiles of the logs. 
A comparison between raw X-ray LogScanner data and travel path compensated data is shown 
in Figure 4. A preliminary evaluation of the method show advantages as well as disadvantages 
of performing calculations on travel path compensated data rather than raw data. 

Great advantages include the possibility to compensate for log shape irregularities and that the method 
enables direct reading of density from the images. This should make it easier to compare logs 
of different sizes and facilitate the development of general algorithms. It should also be easier 
to determine the heartwood border and the heartwood content and better measures of heartwood 
and sapwood densities can be expected. 

The main difficulty lies in the step of finding the right 3D shape for a given X-ray cross-section. 
Firstly, there is some uncertainty in the identification of correct 3D cross-section and secondly  
there is also an uncertainty in the exact position of the log at the X-ray scanner. Furthermore  
the method transfers measurement errors from the 3D scanner into the X-ray data, e.g., 
an underestimate of the log diameter would cause an overestimate of the density profile of the cross-
section. For this reason, extra care must be taken when looking for small artefacts ranging over  
a few slices, such as knot whorls, so that any localized measurement errors do not compromise the 
data. 

   
Figure 4. (a), (b): Raw LogScanner data, X-ray absorption depends on density as well as travel path. (a) shows the full 

data range whereas (b) shows a zoomed data range, better exposing internal artefacts as well as the varying 

absorption along the log due to varying diameter. (c): Travel path compensated LogScanner data showing 

the density profile of the log. Uncertainty in the combination of 3D and X-ray data can be seen as bright 

or dark radial lines at the edge of the log, where the relative uncertainty of the travel path is greatest.  

Density calculations 
Figure 5a presents a density profile of a single cross-section within the log as well as an average over 
five neighbouring cross-sections. The average green density along a ray path in the sapwood area 
of the log is 1.0 g/cm3, which corresponds quite well to the true green density measurements obtained 
from the CT image (Figure 5b), ranging from 0.90 g/cm3 (inner sapwood) to 1.0 g/cm3 (outer 
sapwood). 
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Figure 5. (a): Green density profile of a log cross-section, the dotted line shows a single cross-section and the 

solid line shows an average over five neighbouring cross-sections. (b): CT image showing the corresponding 

log cross-section. Dark pixels represent low density while bright pixels represent high density. 

The average green density, ρa, along rays passing through the heartwood area of the log is around  
0.83 g/cm3. This figure is a combination of heartwood, ρh, and sapwood, ρs, densities along the rays: 

( ) sha hh ρρρ ⋅−+⋅= 1  

The difficulty lies in finding a good estimate of the percentage of path being travelled through heart-
wood, h. The algorithm finding this percentage is yet to be completed but preliminary calculations may 
be performed using estimated values. Looking at the density curve (Figure 5a), heartwood diameter 
can be estimated to be around 45% of the total diameter (90 pixels vs. 200 pixels). Thus, green density 
of heartwood close to the pith would be around 0.62 g/cm3. For a ray passing further out from  
the centre of the log, e. g., having an h value of 33%, heartwood green density would be about  
0.48 g/cm3. Measurements within the CT image reveal a true heartwood density ranging from 
0.50 g/cm3 close to the sapwood up to 0.60 g/cm3 close to the pith. 

Although being performed only at a single position of a single log, these preliminary calculations 
suggest that green density values obtained by the method are not unreasonable. Further material 
for testing may be obtained by CT-scanning small parts of industrially scanned logs or by simulations 
from the stem bank (see below). 

LogScanner simulations from CT 
Figure 6 shows a comparison between industrially gathered and simulated X-ray LogScanner data,  
the agreement between the images being very good. This strongly supports the stance that simulation 
of LogScanner data from well defined CT images is a suitable method of obtaining source data for the 
development of X-ray LogScanner algorithms. 

     
Figure 6. LogScanner data from an industrial installation (left). LogScanner data simulated from CT images (right). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This preliminary study has concluded that the combination of X-ray and 3D data using travel length 
compensation is a very promising technique for determining a density profile of the log. The technique 
will also facilitate the development of general algorithms for characterization of inner properties  
of sawlogs. 

Preliminary green density values obtained for both heartwood and sapwood seem reasonable. How-
ever, more work need to be spent on development of rigorous methods for finding the heartwood 
density and final algorithms must be tested on a larger data material. 

It has also been concluded that X-ray LogScanner data simulated from CT images well correspond  
to data from actual industrial installations. Even though being unaffected by vibrations and other 
disturbances experienced in industrial environment, such simulations constitute a very good tool  
for the development of X-ray LogScanner algorithms.  
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Heartwood diameter measurements in Pinus sylvestris sawlogs
combining X-ray and three-dimensional scanning
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Science and Technology, Luleå University of Technology, Skeria 3, SE-931 87 Skellefteå, Sweden

Abstract
Quality sorting of sawlogs based on three-dimensional (3D) or X-ray scanning or a multivariate combination of variables
from both methods may be used to decrease the production of off-grade products carrying unwanted combinations of
dimension and grade. There is, however, potential for further improving the sorting accuracy if 3D and X-ray raw data are
combined at an early stage using path length compensation. From the measured 3D shape, a good estimate of the length of
each X-ray path through the log can be made, enabling the calculation of a log density profile from the measured X-ray
attenuation. The effect of this technique on heartwood diameter measurements of 423 Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) logs
was evaluated. By the addition of 3D data to the X-ray data it was possible to raise the predictability of the heartwood
diameter from R2�0.84 to 0.95 and to improve the root mean square error from 17 mm to 9.3 mm, primarily because of
the enhanced contrast between heartwood and sapwood.

Keywords: 3D scanning, heartwood content, heartwood diameter, Pinus sylvestris, quality sorting, sawlogs, X-ray scanning.

Introduction

Reasons for quality sorting of sawlogs

For a long time, sawmills have had a strong focus on

productivity. The standard methods of improving

profits have been either making efforts to improve

volume recovery or increasing the volume of sawlogs

passing through the mill per time unit. Today,

competition for sawlogs is fierce and raw material

costs are rising, comprising an increasingly large

amount of the total costs of the mill.

Consequently, it is becoming ever more important

for sawmills to focus on value recovery and quality of

sawn products rather than just outgoing volumes.

One way of doing this is sawing products carrying

specific combinations of dimension and grade that

better correspond to customer demands and thus

yield better value.

Heartwood content and wood quality

One of the most important wood quality parameters

for Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) is the heartwood

content. Pine heartwood has a naturally low moist-

ure content and low nutrient content, and contains

toxic extractive compounds, giving the heartwood a

better natural durability than sapwood (e.g. Taylor

et al., 2002). Thus, for pine, heartwood is preferred

to sapwood in applications where high durability and

low water uptake are important, e.g. window frames.

The durability of the heartwood may also eliminate

the need for preservatives, making the heartwood an

environmentally friendly alternative to impregnated

wood.

Sorting based on heartwood content

The heartwood content of sawn goods may be

measured using laser systems (Oja et al., 2006),

near-infrared spectroscopy (Flæte & Haartveit,

2003), ultrasonics (Hyvärinen, 2007) and ultraviolet

light (Oja & Berg, 2006; Skog, 2006). Such techni-

ques allow grading of sawn goods according to

heartwood content and may also help to adjust the

wood-drying process. At this stage of the process,

however, the lumber dimensions have already been
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determined, and a significant amount of off-grade

products, goods carrying unwanted combinations of

dimension and grade, may have been produced.

The problem with off-grade products may be

addressed before sawing by the selection of suitable

logs for each product. The selection of suitable logs

can be made at the stand level using forest inventory

data. Several authors have related heartwood dia-

meter to parameters such as tree diameter, age,

growth rate and climate (e.g. Sellin, 1994; Björk-

lund, 1999; Wilhelmsson et al., 2002). However,

since every tree is a unique individual, every batch of

logs will contain a significant variation in log proper-

ties. Thus, forest inventory data alone may at best

aid in choosing appropriate felling areas, but do not

contain information accurate enough to guarantee

the production of heartwood-rich products

(Björklund, 1999).

To achieve high production rates of desired

products while efficiently using raw materials, qual-

ity sorting of sawlogs must consequently be done at

an individual level. In Sweden, quality sorting of logs

at most large pine sawmills is performed using

optical three-dimensional (3D) scanners, which are

able to predict the quality of sawn goods from

variables such as taper and bumpiness (e.g. Grace,

1994; Jäppinen & Nylinder, 1997; Oja et al., 1999).

Still, the quality information obtainable from 3D

scanners is limited, since it is based solely on outer

shape properties of the log. Additional information

about the heartwood content may be found by

photographic inspection of log ends, with the heart-

wood elicited using infrared light (Arnerup, 2002;

Gjerdrum & Høibø, 2004), ultraviolet light (David

et al., 1993) or staining techniques (David et al.,

1993). Alternatively, the inner properties of the

whole log may be examined. This can be done using

nuclear magnetic resonance, microwaves, ultrasound

or gamma rays, but Grundberg (1994) concludes

that the best technique for internal scanning of

sawlogs is X-rays.

X-ray scanning of sawlogs

X-ray scanning of sawlogs by computed tomography

(CT) is too slow for industrial applications. Instead,

industrial X-ray scanners use a limited number of

fixed measurement directions (e.g. Aune, 1995;

Grundberg & Grönlund, 1995).

Oja et al. (2004) compared the grading perfor-

mances of X-ray and 3D scanning techniques and

found that grading could be improved further by the

combination of variables from both methods in a

partial least squares (PLS) model. It was also

concluded that future studies should focus on fully

utilizing the combination of data from 3D and X-ray

scanning.

It was shown early on that path length compensa-

tion can be used to improve images from X-ray

scanners and that the best compensation is obtained

when using the true shape of the log (Grundberg

et al., 1990). Since the true shape of the log is not

known in practice, log shape data from a 3D scanner

should be used instead as they provide the best

approximation available. The combination of 3D

and X-ray scanning using path length compensation

was investigated by Skog and Oja (2007). X-ray path

lengths through the log were estimated from the

measured 3D shape. The path lengths were then

combined with the measured X-ray attenuation

yielding a green density profile of the log. The

path-length-compensated X-ray technique (called

3D X-ray hereafter) was found to be promising for

determining a density profile of the scanned log.

From such a density profile it should be possible to

locate the heartwood border with improved precision

and to calculate a better estimate of the heartwood

diameter than when using solely X-ray data (referred

to as X-ray only method).

The aim of this study was to refine the 3D X-ray

technique described by Skog and Oja (2007) and to

investigate the possibility of improving heartwood

diameter measurements by the use of this combina-

tion of 3D and X-ray data. A successful combination

of 3D and X-ray scanning techniques would add

extra value to the installation of an X-ray scanner at a

sawmill, since most mills already have a 3D scanner

present.

Materials and methods

Data collection

A large sawmill in the north of Sweden was chosen as

host for the project, and a one-directional RemaLog

X-ray scanner (Anon., 2008b) was installed next to

the MPM Engineering 3D optical scanner (Anon.,

2008a) in the log-sorting station (Figure 1). In total,

435 debarked green Scots pine sawlogs, originating

from 13 different diameter classes in the range 150�
300 mm, were picked out and individually ID

marked. The top heartwood diameter of each log

was manually measured in a direction selected to

avoid extreme values in the case of oval or otherwise

irregular heartwood shape. Subsequently, all logs

were scanned and raw data from both log scanners

were recorded. The 3D scanner measured the cross-

sectional shape of the log every 20 mm and the X-ray

scanner measured the attenuation of X-rays through

the log every 13 mm at a resolution of 576 pixels per

cross-section (Skog & Oja, 2007).
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Combining 3D and X-ray data using path length

compensation

The 3D X-ray algorithms combining raw data from

the 3D and X-ray scanners using path length

compensation were developed using the mathema-

tical programming language Matlab (Anon., 2006).

Data were combined on the cross-sectional level

according to the principle shown in Figure 2. For

each X-ray cross-section, the corresponding outer

shape of the log, as measured by the optical 3D

scanner, was identified and inserted into a simula-

tion model of the X-ray scanner.

Since both scanners are located along a common

carrier line, around 1 m apart (Figure 1), it was

assumed that the rotational position of the log did

not change between the scanners. Vibrations did,

however, introduce an uncertainty as to the exact

translational position of each cross-section. Thus,

the position of every 3D cross-section was individu-

ally adjusted in the horizontal and vertical direction

to achieve the best possible match with the X-ray

cross-section. Once a 3D cross-section had been

properly positioned in the simulation model of the

X-ray scanner, the paths from the X-ray source to

the centre of every detector pixel were intersected

with the 3D cross-section, thus yielding the path

length travelled through wood for photons arriving at

every detector pixel (Figure 2a).

The mass thickness x of the log was obtained

from the intensity I measured by the X-ray detector

using the logarithmic relation x�c1�c2 ln(I). This

relation had previously been calibrated using data

from a sawlog that had been scanned in the

industrial X-ray log scanner as well as in a CT

scanner, as described by Skog and Oja (2007). The

mass thickness value for each detector pixel was

then divided by the corresponding path length

obtained from the 3D cross-section data, yielding

the average green density along the X-ray path

incident at that pixel (Figure 2b). Finally, the

average densities along all rays in all cross-sections

were arranged together as a green density profile of

the log.

Figure 1. Log scanners used when collecting log data: MPM

Engineering 3D optical scanner (left) and a one-directional

RemaLog X-ray scanner (right).

Figure 2. Principle for path length compensation of X-ray data using log shape information from an optical 3D scanner. (a) Simulation

model of a one-directional X-ray log scanner, showing the measured X-ray attenuation through the log cross-section (grey line). The outer

shape of the cross-section, as measured by an optical 3D scanner, is inserted into the simulation model and the path lengths through wood

of X-rays hitting each detector pixel are calculated (black line). (b) The path-length-compensated X-ray cross-section (black line) is

calculated by combination of the measured X-ray attenuation (grey line) and the calculated path lengths.
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Calculating the heartwood diameter

The combined 3D X-ray data comprise average

green density profiles for every cross-section of the

log. Each such density profile was smoothed by an

average filter, and derivatives were formed. The

inflection points a of the smoothed profile, carrying

the minimum derivative within region A and the

maximum derivative within region B, were located.

The heartwood border b in each region of the profile

was then selected as the pixel where the tangent line

through the inflection point equals the average

sapwood density (Figure 3).

The heartwood content of each cross-section was

then calculated as the ratio between the heartwood

size and the log size. Subsequently, the heartwood

content at the top of the log was calculated by linear

extrapolation from the heartwood contents of all

knot-free cross-sections within 250�2000 mm from

the top end of the log.

Top heartwood content of the logs was also

calculated using X-ray data only. These values were

obtained using the existing software for the X-ray log

scanner (Grundberg & Grönlund, 1995; Anon.,

2008b).

The top heartwood diameter predictions for both

the 3D X-ray and the X-ray only methods were

calculated by multiplication of the top heartwood

content by the top diameter obtained with the 3D

optical scanner.

The obtained top heartwood diameter predictions

were compared with the manually measured top

heartwood diameters, and linear models were devel-

oped, for which predictability (R2) and root mean

square error (RMSE) values were calculated.

Results

Of the total of 435 scanned logs, one (0.2%) had to

be removed owing to a bad 3D measurement. The

X-ray images of all logs for which both prediction

methods reported errors greater than 25 mm com-

pared with manual measurements were carefully

inspected and 11 (2.5%) of these logs had to be

removed from the study since the X-ray images

made it certain that the manually measured heart-

wood diameters were incorrect. This left a total of

423 logs that could be used for further analysis.

When using only the top diameter from the 3D

scanner in combination with the heartwood content

from the existing X-ray log scanner software, it was

found that the heartwood diameter could be pre-

dicted with an accuracy of R2�0.84 and RMSE�
17 mm (Figure 4). When combining 3D and X-ray

data using path length compensation, 421 of the 423

logs (99.5%) had their heartwood diameter pre-

dicted with a high accuracy, R2�0.95 and RMSE�
9.3 mm (Figure 5). The remaining two logs (the

outliers in Figure 5) were studied, and it was found

that these measurements were affected by a poor

match between 3D and X-ray data. These errors do

not fall within the scope of Gaussian statistics and

Figure 3. Path-length-compensated X-ray cross-section of a Scots

pine log, describing an average green density profile of the log. A

and B�valid regions when looking for the two heartwood borders

of the cross-section; a�inflection point carrying the minimum

derivative within region A and the maximum derivative within

region B, respectively; b�heartwood border in each region,

selected as the point where the tangent line through the inflection

point equals the average sapwood density.

Figure 4. Top heartwood diameters for 423 Scots pine logs,

manually measured versus predictions using one X-ray direction

(X-ray only method).
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should not be used when calculating R2 and RMSE.

Yet, were the outliers included, accuracy would drop

to R2�0.94 and RMSE�10.3 mm.

Discussion

This study has shown that combining X-ray and 3D

data using path length compensation is a suitable

technique for improving the accuracy of Scots pine

heartwood diameter measurements when using a

one-directional X-ray log scanner. When using only

the X-ray log scanner, the minimum number of

measurement directions is two; otherwise the scan-

ner is not able to differentiate between a small object

close to the X-ray source and a larger object farther

away from the source. Receiving information on

object size from the 3D scanner, the X-ray log

scanner is, however, able to function with only one

measurement direction, as shown in this study and

by Oja et al. (2004). Whereas this study gives clear

answers on the potential of combining 3D and X-ray

data, possible benefits from using a second perpen-

dicular X-ray direction have yet to be studied. The

greatest advantages would, however, include the

ability to detect irregularly shaped heartwood and

better precision when positioning 3D cross-sections

in the X-ray scanner simulation model. Any mea-

surement uncertainty introduced by tree ovality can

also be expected to decrease when the method is

adapted for use with two measurement directions.

When predicting the top heartwood diameter the

total RMSE was found to be 9.3 mm using the 3D

X-ray method and 17 mm using the X-ray only

method. These errors are a combination of uncer-

tainties originating from several sources, e.g. the

manually measured reference values, the top dia-

meter measurements of the 3D scanner, the use of a

single X-ray direction and the location of the heart-

wood border in the X-ray data.

Eleven logs were removed owing to errors in the

manually measured heartwood diameter. Some of

the errors were typing errors, but most errors

probably originated from difficulties in locating the

exact heartwood border by eye. The manual heart-

wood diameter was measured in a direction avoiding

extremes due to heartwood ovality and other shape

irregularities, however, it is possible that some of the

manual reference values used when developing the

model contain relatively large errors. Thus, a sig-

nificant part of the total RMSE can be assumed to

stem from uncertainty in the reference values of the

model.

The top diameter predictions of the 3D scanner

can be assumed to be of high accuracy, with a

standard deviation of less than 1 mm during repeat-

ability tests (Grundberg et al., 2001). Thus, con-

tributions from the 3D scanner are not significant to

the total RMSE.

The use of a single measurement direction for the

collection of X-ray data leads to a significant mea-

surement uncertainty in the heartwood content when

the heartwood shape is irregular. This error is of the

same type as the error observed when measuring log

diameter using a one-directional shadow scanner,

which is reported to have a standard deviation of

around 2�4 mm (Grundberg et al., 2001).

However, the greatest contribution to the RMSE

values of both prediction methods can be concluded

to originate from the heartwood border detection.

This is also where the 3D X-ray method improves

relative to the X-ray only method. It was found that

the greatest reason for the improvement in the

heartwood diameter predictions when adding the

3D data was an increased stability in the heartwood

border detection due to the enhanced contrast

between heartwood and sapwood. Manual examina-

tion of the X-ray images of the problem logs for the

X-ray only algorithm reveals that most of these logs

suffer from poor contrast between heartwood and

sapwood, i.e. low moisture content gradient that

may be caused, e.g. by dry sapwood or high density

of the green heartwood.

Uncertainty in the 3D X-ray method arises when

trying to combine 3D and X-ray cross-sections that

do not match properly. This may be caused by a

change in log rotation, errors in the axial positioning

of the cross-sections or artefacts in the 3D shape of

the log, possibly caused by bark or branches sticking

Figure 5. Top heartwood diameters for 423 Scots pine logs,

manually measured versus predictions using one 3D path-length-

compensated X-ray direction. The two outliers (�) were ex-

cluded when calculating R2 and RMSE.
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out from the log. Mismatching data can cause a

difference between actual and calculated ray path

lengths, which in turn tends to cause peaks close to

the edges of the calculated density profile, where the

relative error is largest. To avoid such peaks being

mistakenly identified as the heartwood border, the

outermost 5% of the density profile was disregarded

when looking for the heartwood border. This did not

cause the algorithm to miss any true heartwood

borders and at the same time eliminated most of the

adverse effects at the edges. In some cases, however,

it was found that peaks at the edges extended more

than 5% into the log, which is why measurement

errors tend to overestimate the heartwood content of

individual cross-sections.

In the highly unlikely case of a poor match

between 3D and X-ray data throughout the whole

of a log, the heartwood content of most cross-

sections may settle close to an overestimated average.

This is the case for the two outlier logs presented in

Figure 5, which received poor heartwood diameter

estimates from the 3D X-ray algorithm.

Future work includes expanding the algorithms

for use with two X-ray directions. The possibility of

using the developed algorithms for heartwood dia-

meter measurements on Norway spruce and for

improving the accuracy of other quality-sorting

parameters, e.g. heartwood and sapwood densities

and the detection of rot, needs to be investigated.

In summary, this study has shown that the

combination of X-ray and 3D data using path length

compensation is a successful technique for improv-

ing the accuracy of heartwood diameter measure-

ments on Scots pine. For a one-directional X-ray log

scanner, it was possible to raise the predictability of

the heartwood diameter from R2�0.84 to 0.95 and

to improve the RMSE from 17 mm to 9.3 mm. This

improvement was found to be primarily the result of

the enhanced contrast between heartwood and sap-

wood, especially valuable for logs with a low

moisture content gradient at the heartwood�
sapwood border.
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Abstract 
 

In many sawmills, presorting of sawlogs is based on 
data from optical three-dimensional (3D) scanners. The 
use of X-ray log scanners is also becoming increasingly 
common and most sawmills installing an X-ray scanner 
already have a 3D scanner present. 

 It is in this paper demonstrated how data from one- 
and two-directional X-ray scanners can be combined 
with 3D scanner data using path length compensation. 
Examples show how the resulting images may be 
processed in order to predict quality parameters such as 
heartwood diameter and green heartwood density. 

Using the proposed method, it is possible to improve 
the accuracy of these important quality sorting 
parameters using existing equipment. This will improve 
the presorting at sawmills, thus reducing the production 
of off-grade products carrying unwanted combinations 
of dimension and grade. 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Presorting of sawlogs according to dimension, e.g., 
using an optical three-dimensional (3D) scanner, may 
be used to make the sawing process more efficient. By 
presorting, the need of changing sawing pattern 
between individual logs is reduced and the handling of 
sawn goods is simplified since the number of board 
dimensions produced simultaneously decreases. 

Using a 3D scanner, it is also possible to make some 
predictions on the quality of sawn goods from variables 
such as taper, crook and bumpiness [2, 5, 7]. However, 
since wood is a biological material, there may still be 
large variation between the properties of wood sawn 
from two logs of similar outer shape. In order to 
determine internal quality properties of the log, such as 
heartwood content [9], density [9], knot structure [3, 
10], or annual ring width [1, 13] an industrial X-ray log 
scanner may be used. 

Quality sorting of sawlogs helps the sawmill to 
produce more homogenous products. The ability to 
predict specific properties of sawn goods prior to 
 

  

sawing also makes it possible to reduce the production 
of off-grade products, carrying unwanted combinations 
of dimension and grade. For instance, logs with large 
heartwood diameter can be selected for sawing to 
window components or other products where the low 
water uptake of the heartwood is especially beneficial. 

In Europe, 3D scanners are extensively used for the 
presorting of sawlogs. Recently, many sawmills have 
invested in X-ray log scanners, which are commonly 
being installed in conjunction with the 3D scanner. 
Thus, it is relevant to investigate potential gains by 
combining the two scanning techniques. Oja et al. [8] 
compared the grading performances of X-ray and 3D 
scanning techniques and found that grading could be 
improved by the combination of variables from both 
methods in a partial least squares (PLS) model.  

Skog and Oja [11, 12] described how raw data from 
3D and X-ray scanners can be combined using path 
length compensation. Since the mass attenuation 
coefficient is approximately constant throughout the log 
[6], the X-ray attenuation measured by the X-ray 
scanner depends almost exclusively on the mass 
thickness, i.e., the product of the ray path length 
travelled through wood and the average density along 
the path. The log shape measured by the 3D scanner can 
be used to estimate the path lengths, and so it is possible 
to calculate an average density profile of the log. The 
3D path-length-compensated X-ray (3D X-ray) 
technique was tested with a one-directional X-ray log 
scanner in an industrial set-up and it was found that the 
method could be used to calculate the heartwood 
diameter in Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) sawlogs 
with improved accuracy. The predictability was raised 
from R2 = 0.84 to 0.95 when compensating the X-ray 
data with the 3D path lengths [12]. 

The aim of this study was to adapt the 3D X-ray 
method for use with two-directional X-ray log scanner 
data, since this is the most common scanner layout. The 
one- and two-directional 3D X-ray methods have been 
evaluated by comparison of the accuracy (R2) in the 
calculation of two important quality sorting variables in 
Scots pine, heartwood diameter and heartwood density. 

mailto:skog@sp.se
mailto:oja@sp.se


2. Materials and Methods 
 
Data set 

 
In previous studies, the 3D X-ray technique has been 

tested on industrial data from a 3D scanner and a one-
directional X-ray scanner and compared to manual 
heartwood diameter measurements [11, 12]. 

In this study, a dataset with well defined density was 
required. The Scots pine logs of the Swedish stem bank 
[4] were chosen for this purpose. For these logs, cross-
sectional computed tomography (CT) images are 
available every 40 mm, giving a good knowledge of the 
green density of the logs. There were however no 
industrial scanner data available for these logs, instead 
the 3D and X-ray log scanner data have been simulated 
from the CT images. 

Outer shape data was derived from the CT images of 
the logs [4] and two-directional X-ray log scanner data 
was simulated from the CT images according to the 
principle described by Grundberg and Grönlund [3], 
using the implementation by Skog and Oja [11]. The log 
scanner images were simulated at 12 bit depth with 576 
pixels per cross-section and a cross-sectional distance of 
40 mm. In this study, ideal simulations without bark and 
artificial noise in 3D and X-ray data have been used. 

 
 
 

Combination of 3D and X-ray data 
 
Cross-sectional data from the 3D and X-ray scanners 

were combined according to the principle described by 
Skog and Oja [12]. For each X-ray cross-section, the 
corresponding outer shape of the log, as measured by 
the optical 3D scanner, was identified and positioned in 
a simulation model of the X-ray scanner, and so it was 
possible to calculate the path lengths through wood of 
X-rays hitting each detector pixel, Figure 1a. 

In this study, X-ray log scanner data with one and 
two measurement directions have been used. The use of 
two X-ray directions constrains the position of the 3D 
cross-section, and thus simplifies the positioning. The 
border of the log in the X-ray data is defined as the 
outermost pixels where the X-ray intensity is below the 
maximum value and corresponds to path lengths through 
wood of approximately 55 mm, a figure that varies with 
the moisture content of the wood. When using two 
directions, the 3D cross-section is positioned so that the 
path length at all four X-ray borders is as equal as 
possible. When using one X-ray direction, the position 
of the log is only constrained in one dimension. In this 
case, the cross-section is placed so that the path length 
through wood equals 55 mm at both X-ray borders. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Principle for path length compensation of X-ray data using log shape information from an 
optical 3D scanner. (a) Simulation model of a two-directional X-ray log scanner, showing the 
measured X-ray attenuation through the log cross-section (grey line). The outer shape of the cross-
section, as measured by an optical 3D scanner, is inserted into the simulation model and the path 
lengths through wood of X-rays hitting each detector pixel are calculated (black line). (b) The path-
length-compensated X-ray cross-section for detector 1 (black line) is calculated by combination of the 
measured X-ray attenuation (grey line) and the calculated path lengths. Similar calculations are being 
performed for detector 2. 



The mass thickness x along any ray path through the 
log can be obtained from the intensity I measured by the 
X-ray scanner using the previously calibrated 
logarithmic relation x = c1 - c2 ln(I). By dividing the 
mass thickness by the corresponding path length 
calculated from the 3D shape, the average green density 
along that ray path is obtained, Figure 1b. Finally, the 
average green densities along all rays in all cross-
sections were arranged together as a green density 
profile of the log. 

 
Locating the heartwood border 

 
The combined 3D X-ray data comprise average 

green density profiles for every cross-section of the log, 
one for each measurement direction. At the edges of 
such a profile, the average density is high since the 
X-rays arriving at these pixels have been passing 
through moist sapwood only. In the centre of the 
profile, the average density is lower, since these rays 
have been passing through both sapwood and 
heartwood, see Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 In order to locate the heartwood border β in such a 
profile, the profile was smoothed using an average filter 
and the inflection points α of the smoothed profile were 
located. The heartwood border β in the profile was then 
selected as the pixel where the tangent line through the 
inflection point equals the average sapwood density, as 
shown in Figure 2 [12]. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Path-length-compensated X-ray 
cross-section of a Scots pine log, describing 
an average green density profile of the log. A 
and B = valid regions when looking for the 
two heartwood borders of the cross-section; 
α = inflection point carrying the minimum 
derivative within region A and the maximum 
derivative within region B, respectively; β = 
heartwood border in each region, selected as 
the point where the tangent line through the 
inflection point equals the average sapwood 
density [12]. 

Calculation of heartwood diameter 
 
The heartwood content of an individual cross-section 

was then calculated as the ratio between the heartwood 
size and the log size and an average was formed for the 
two measurement directions. Eventually, the heartwood 
content at 1000 mm from the top end of the log was 
calculated by linear interpolation of the heartwood 
contents of all knot-free cross-sections within 300–2500 
mm from the top end of the log. The heartwood 
diameter was then determined by multiplication of the 
heartwood content and the 3D diameter at this position.  

The obtained heartwood diameter prediction was 
compared to the true heartwood diameter, which was 
obtained from the parameterized CT images of the logs 
[4]. The median of the heartwood diameters at 950, 
1000 and 1050 mm from the top was used as reference, 
in order to reduce the uncertainty at knot whorls. 

 
Calculation of heartwood density 

 
In the region between the log border and the 

heartwood border, the rays pass only through sapwood, 
Figure 3. A quarter of this sapwood region (the rays 
situated within 45–70% of the region width, seen from 
the log border) was used to form an average sapwood 
density at every cross-section. Finally, the sapwood 
density was median filtered over ±10 cross-sections. 

For every cross-section, the heartwood border in 
both measurement directions was used to estimate an 
oval heartwood shape. In the case with only one X-ray 
direction, the heartwood was assumed to be centered 
and of the same size when being viewed from a second 
perpendicular measurement direction. From the 
estimated shape, the path length through heartwood was 
calculated for every ray and the share h of the path 
travelled through heartwood was then calculated by 
division by the previously calculated total path length 
through wood for the ray. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. 3D cross-section of a log with an 
estimated oval heartwood shape inscribed. 
The dashed lines show example X-ray paths 
through sapwood only (1.) and through 
sapwood and heartwood (2.). The path length 
through wood of a ray is s and the path length 
through heartwood along the ray is h×s. 

h×s 
 

         s 



A value for the green heartwood density ρh was then 
calculated for every ray passing through the heartwood. 
This value was calculated from the average green 
density ρa along the ray using the relation: 

 
( ) sha hh ρρρ −+= 1    (1) 

 
where ρs is the green sapwood density along the ray and 
h is the share of the path being travelled through the 
heartwood [11]. As an approximation for the local 
sapwood density ρs the median filtered average 
sapwood density of the cross-section was used. 

An average green heartwood density ρh,avg was 
calculated for the centermost third of the heartwood 
rays in each cross-section and a linear model was 
developed using the ρh,avg values of all knot-free cross-
sections. The predicted heartwood density ρh,pred of the 
log was then determined by evaluation of the linear 
model 400 mm from the butt end of the log. 

Finally, the predicted densities of all logs were 
compared to reference values measured in CT images. 
As reference, the average green heartwood density 
measured in a knot-free cross-section located around 
400 mm from the butt end of each log was used. 

 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
Heartwood diameter 

 
In the previous 3D X-ray study [12] the heartwood 

diameter predictions of the logs were compared to 
manual measurements at the top end. In this study, 
however, the reference heartwood diameter values were 
determined from CT images of the logs, which offer a 
sharp contrast between heartwood and sapwood of 
Scots pine in green condition. To avoid problems with 
drying at the log ends, the reference heartwood diameter 
was taken 1000 mm from the top end. 

A total of 553 Scots pine sawlogs were evaluated 
and Figure 4 shows the relation between the reference 
values and the 3D X-ray predictions obtained using 
only one X-ray direction. With this setup, it was 
possible to predict the heartwood diameter of all logs 
except of one with high accuracy, R2 = 0.987 and root 
mean square error RMSE = 4.5 mm. The problematic 
log was a large butt log with diameter around 400 mm 
throughout most of the log, causing the simulated X-ray 
detector to touch bottom. Since this log is out of the 
measurable range it should be disregarded. Yet, was this 
outlier included, accuracy would drop to R2 = 0.980 and 
RMSE = 5.7 mm.  

These values should be compared to the values 
previously obtained using industrial data, R2 = 0.95 and 
RMSE = 9.3 mm, excluding outliers [12]. There are two 
main reasons for the improvement in accuracy observed 
relative to the industrial case. Firstly, there is a higher 
accuracy in the reference values for the heartwood 
diameter used in this study and secondly, in these ideal 
simulations the uncertainty associated with finding the 
matching 3D cross-section for every X-ray cross-section 
is eliminated. This suggests that predictions of the 

 

 
 
Figure 4. Heartwood diameter 1000 mm from 
top end in 553 Scots pine logs, measurement 
in CT images versus predictions using one 
3D path-length-compensated X-ray direction. 
The outlier (×) is an oversize butt log. 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Heartwood diameter 1000 mm from 
top end in 553 Scots pine logs, measurement 
in CT images versus predictions using two 3D 
path-length-compensated X-ray directions. 

 
measurement accuracy in an industrial application could 
be improved by adding artificial noise and uncertainty 
in the cross-section matching to these simulations. 

When using two X-ray directions, the heartwood 
diameter of all logs could be predicted with an accuracy 
of R2 = 0.991 and RMSE = 3.8 mm, as shown in Figure 
5. These values include also the oversize butt log 
mentioned above, since it was possible to get a better 
view of it from the second measurement direction.  

This means that, except for one outlier, the 
heartwood content of a sawlog as a whole could be 



predicted with similar accuracy using one or two X-ray 
directions. This was an unexpected result, since, for an 
individual cross-section, the uncertainty in heartwood 
content due to heartwood shape irregularities is higher 
when using only one measurement direction. It seems 
however, that this uncertainty becomes less important 
when inspecting a larger part of the log, probably 
because heartwood shape irregularities average out over 
a distance and do not affect the linear model that was 
used to predict the heartwood content. 

 
Green heartwood density 

 
The average CT density of the green heartwood was 

manually measured in 553 Scots pine logs. When using 
only one X-ray direction it was possible to predict the 
green heartwood density of 547 of the logs with an 
accuracy of R2 = 0.73 and RMSE = 35 kgm-3, as shown 
in Figure 6. When using two X-ray directions, the 
accuracy improved to R2 = 0.80 and RMSE = 30 kgm-3 
for 548 of the logs. The logs failing to be predicted 
(circa 1%) were all large butt logs. This was an 
expected behaviour, since for too big log diameters the 
X-ray detector touches bottom and when this happens, 
density cannot be calculated.  

It was found that the use of two X-ray directions 
greatly improved the accuracy of the calculated green 
heartwood densities. This was expected, since proper 
calculation of the heartwood density requires a good 
estimate of the share of the ray path travelled through 
heartwood, h in equation (1). As seen in Figure 3, the 
value of h for ray 2 very much depends on the 
heartwood content measured in the perpendicular 
measurement direction. Thus, the use of only one X-ray 
direction introduces significant uncertainty in the 
 

 

 
 
Figure 6. Green heartwood density 400 mm 
from the butt end in 547 Scots pine logs, 
average values from CT images versus 
predictions using one 3D path-length-
compensated X-ray direction. 

 
 
Figure 7. Green heartwood density 400 mm 
from the butt end in 548 Scots pine logs, 
average values from CT images versus 
predictions using two 3D path-length-
compensated X-ray directions. 

 
density calculations. However, it should be noted that 
the density results obtained using the 3D X-ray 
technique with one X-ray direction are still of tolerable 
accuracy for many purposes and are comparable to 
results obtained using a two-directional X-ray log 
scanner without path length compensation [9]. 

 
4. Conclusions 
 

It was found that the ideal simulations used in this 
study yield somewhat higher precision than 
corresponding measurements in an industrial set-up. 
Still, from these simulations it can be concluded that 3D 
path length compensation of X-ray data is a suitable 
technique for calculation of both heartwood diameter 
and green heartwood density. 

The heartwood diameter of the log as a whole could 
be predicted with similar accuracy using one or two X-
ray directions, around R2 = 0.99 and RMSE = 4 mm. 
Accuracy in heartwood density predictions on the other 
hand improved significantly when using two X-ray 
directions, from R2 = 0.73 and RMSE = 35 kgm-3 to 
R2 = 0.80 and RMSE = 30 kgm-3. 

The 3D X-ray technique has potential for application 
with both one- and two-directional X-ray scanners and 
the possibility of determining dry density and moisture 
content in heartwood and sapwood are suitable topics 
for future studies. 
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Abstract

Wood density is an important quality variable, closely related to the mechanical properties of the wood.
Precise wood density measurements in the log sorting would enable density sorting of logs for products
such as strength graded wood and finger-jointed wood. Density sorting of logs would also give more
homogenous drying properties and thus improve the quality of the final products.

By compensating the radiographs from an X-ray log scanner for the varying path lengths using outer
shape data from a three-dimensional (3D) scanner, it is possible to make precise estimates of both green
and dry density. Measurements on simulated industrial data were compared to densities measured in CT
images for 560 Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) logs. It was found that green sapwood density could be
measured with predictability R2 = 0.65 and root mean square error (RMSE) of 25 kg/m3. Green and
dry heartwood densities were measured with similar precision; R2 = 0.79 and RMSE = 32 kg/m3 for
green density and R2 = 0.83 and RMSE = 32 kg/m3 for dry density.

Keywords: 3D scanning, density, log sorting, path length compensation, quality sorting, Scots pine, X-ray scanning

Introduction

Wood density as indicating property

The density is important for the mechanical
properties of the wood, e.g., the modulus of
elasticity (MOE) is proportional to density
(Kollman & Côté, 1968). When strength grading
wood, the MOE is often used to predict the
bending strength (modulus of rupture, MOR) of
the wood. Thus, for sawmills that are strength
grading the sawn wood, the ability to sort logs
based on density would help reducing the
production of rejects, products not meeting the
desired strength grade. Instead, wood of lower
density could be sawn to other dimensions which
are not being graded according to strength.

For softwoods such as Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris
L.) and Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) the
dry density of the wood is also closely related to

growth variables like latewood percentage and
annual ring width (e.g. Björklund & Walfridsson,
1993; Zhang, 1995). For finger jointing, long
distances between knot whorls is a desired
property, while at the same time, wood with large
ring width should be avoided because of reduced
mechanical properties (Zhang, 1995). Thus, the
dry density of the wood could be a suitable
indicating property for avoiding logs inappropriate
for finger jointing.

Density is also related to the drying properties
of the wood. It is known that, below the fibre
saturation point (FSP), wood of high dry density
is more difficult to dry and require longer drying
times (Esping, 1992). This is especially important
for planks with high heartwood content since
most of the drying of heartwood takes place
below FSP. Thus, variations in the density of the
wood can result in relatively large variations in the
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final moisture content of the planks which need to
be evened out during the conditioning phase
(Esping, 1992). For sapwood, most water is
contained as free water and the initial moisture
content can vary a lot. The green sapwood density
can be used as an indicator for the amount of
water in the sideboards, and thus the time needed
for the capillary drying phase.

Sorting of planks and boards according to
drying properties could be done in the green
sorting but that approach is likely to lead to a large
number of incomplete packages. This problem
could be avoided if the logs were instead sorted
according to drying properties already at the log
sorting and for such sorting, measurements of dry
heartwood density, green sapwood density and
heartwood content are required.

Wood density and moisture content

In wood, water exists both bound in the cell walls
and as free water in the cell cavities. The ratio
between the mass of water mwater and the mass of
wood substance m0 is known as the moisture
content u:

0mmu water (1)

For green wood of Scots pine, the average
moisture content is 35% in the heartwood and
105–160% in the sapwood (Esping, 1992).

The total mass mu of a piece of wood at
moisture content u is the sum of the mass of wood
substance m0 and the mass of water mwater:

  00 1 mummm wateru  (2)

Addition of water up to the fibre saturation
point (FSP) binds to the cell walls and causes
swelling of the wood. Above FSP, the water fills
cell cavities and does not cause any further
swelling of the wood. The oven-dry volume of a
piece of wood is V0 and the volume Vu at
moisture content u is given by:

  01 VV uu   (3)

where u is the swelling coefficient of the wood at
u. Because the wood swells linearly up to the FSP,
the swelling coefficient at any u can be calculated
as:

FSPu uu max for FSPuu  (4a)

max u for FSPuu  (4b)

where max and uFSP are the swelling coefficient
and the moisture content at FSP. For Scots pine,
the average value for max is 14.2% (Esping, 1992)
and uFSP is around 28% (Kollman & Côté, 1968).

The changing mass and volume of wood has
given rise to several common definitions of wood
density. In this paper, dry density 0 and green
density u are being used and are defined as:

000 Vm (5a)

0
1

1





u

uuu

u
Vm




 (5b)

Density measurements using CT scanning

Traditionally, density of wood has been calculated
by careful measurements of a cut out sample, e.g.,
using a balance and vernier calliper. It is desirable
to eliminate the physical sectioning of the object
and to be able to determine the density at any
given point within the object. This can be
accomplished using X-ray scanning by computed
tomography (CT). In a CT scanner, the
transmission of X-rays through the object is
measured in a large number of directions and a
CT image of the X-ray attenuation µ throughout
the object can then be reconstructed using back-
projection (Cormack, 1963; Hounsfield, 1972).

In medical CT scanners, the linear X-ray
attenuation coefficient µ in each reconstructed
volume element (voxel) is normalized by the
corresponding attenuation coefficient through
water, µw. The normalized value is referred to as
the CT number and is defined as:

  wwnumberCT  1000 (6)

This value is closely related to the density in the
voxel, since the linear attenuation coefficient µ is
the product of the density u and the mass
attenuation coefficient µm, which is a material
property:

um  (7)

Lindgren (1991) showed that µm is
approximately constant for dry wood and that µm

of water is about 5% larger than µm of dry wood.
This means that µm of green wood will vary
slightly with moisture content. Lindgren (1991)
also investigated the relationship between CT
number and wood density and showed that
density of wood can be measured with a 95%
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confidence interval of ±4 kg/m3 for dry wood
and ±13 kg/m3 for green wood using a CT
scanner. The major contributor to the
measurement error observed for green wood (at
least ±6 kg/m3) was the uncertainty in mass
attenuation of green wood caused by the
difference in µm between dry wood and water.
The accuracy when measuring the same set of
samples using balance and vernier calliper was
about 2.5 kg/m3.

CT scanning of sawlogs offers high resolution
information on the density distribution through-
out the logs and has been a successful technique
for research purposes. Examples are the Swedish
pine stem bank (Grundberg et al., 1995) and the
European spruce stem bank (Anon., 2000), large
collections of CT scanned Scots pine and Norway
spruce stems which have been used as material in
many scientific studies.

Industrial density measurements

Because the CT scanning technique is very slow,
other techniques capable of higher speeds have to
be used in industrial on-line applications.
Grundberg et al. (1990) evaluated scanning of logs
by ultrasound, microwaves, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR), gamma radiation and X-ray
radiation and found X-rays to be best suited for
detection of internal log features in an industrial
environment. Thanks to the close relation
between X-ray attenuation and wood density, an
industrial X-ray scanner is also the best available
technology for measuring the density in the log.

Industrial X-ray scanners use only a limited
number of fixed measurement directions in order
to improve speed (e.g. Aune, 1995; Grundberg &
Grönlund, 1997). The most common solution on
the market is two-directional X-ray log scanners,
producing two radiographic images perpendicular
to each other as the log is fed through the scanner,
see Figure 1.

These X-ray radiographs are collected using
photodiode arrays, detecting the intensity of the
X-rays arriving at each pixel in the array. The
intensity Itot transmitted through the log along any
given ray path is:
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where Emin and Emax define the photon energy
range of the X-ray source. I0(E) and µm(E) are the

intensity of the incident beam and the mass
attenuation coefficient of the wood at photon
energy E, ρav is the average density along the ray
path and t is the path length through the wood.
The integral in (8) can be discretized to a sum of
exponential equations, which can then with high
accuracy be approximated by a single exponential.
For a 160 kV tungsten X-ray tube the transmitted
intensity will be:
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where I0,E is the initial intensity of the photons
within a narrow energy interval around the
energy level E. I0,eff and µm,eff are the effective initial
intensity and mass attenuation respectively.

The transmitted intensity is a function of the
mass thickness x, the product of the average
density and the path length. This means that the
mass thickness corresponding to a measured
intensity is found by solving equation (9) for x:

  effmtoteffav IItx ,,0 lnln   (10)

Thus, it is possible to obtain an average density
profile of the log if the X-ray log scanner image is
properly compensated for the varying path lengths
through the log (Grundberg et al., 1990). The
path lengths are calculated from the outer shape of
the log and an elliptic approximation of the outer
shape can be estimated from the data of two- or
three-directional X-ray scanners (Oja et al., 1998;
Skatter, 1998). In this way, green density can be
calculated from the X-ray data.

Figure 1: Schematic of the two-directional X-ray log
scanner described by Grundberg & Grönlund (1997),
producing two radiographs perpendicular to each other as
the log is fed through the scanner.
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Figure 2: 3D path-length-compensated X-ray cross-
section of a Scots pine log, describing an average green
density profile of the log cross-section. α is the inflection
point used to locate the heartwood border β in regions A
and B respectively (Skog & Oja, 2009).

Skog and Oja (2007), however, argued that
path length compensation should be done using
the best outer shape information available, namely
log shape data from an optical three-dimensional
(3D) scanner, which is frequently positioned right
next to the X-ray scanner. The 3D path-length-
compensated X-ray technique (3D X-ray) was
found promising for determining an average
density profile of the scanned log, Figure 2.

From such a 3D X-ray profile, green sapwood
density is found by inspection of the pixels close
to the edge of the log, where rays have been
passing only through sapwood. Green heartwood
density can not be found so easily because all
X-rays passing through the heartwood also travels
through the sapwood. This implies that
calculation of the green heartwood density
requires knowledge of the green sapwood density
and the heartwood content. It has been shown
that high accuracy measurements of the
heartwood content in Scots pine sawlogs can be
achieved using the 3D X-ray technique (Skog &
Oja, 2009), meaning that this technique should be
suitable for density calculations in sawlogs.

Consequently, the aim of this study was to
utilize the 3D X-ray technique for green density
measurements of heartwood and sapwood and to
apply these results for the calculation of dry
density in Scots pine sawlogs.

Materials and methods

Data set

The development of density calculation algo-
rithms based on the 3D X-ray technique requires
access to a set of sawlogs with well defined green
and dry densities. X-ray log scanner images and
outer shape data from an optical 3D scanner must
also be available for the logs.

The logs of the Swedish pine stem bank
(Grundberg et al., 1995) meet the first of these
criterions. The stem bank contains a total of 560
Scots pine sawlogs (165 butt logs and 395 upper
logs), for which cross-sectional CT images are
available every 10 mm within knot whorls and
every 40 mm between whorls, giving a good
knowledge of the green density of the logs. CT
images of slices cut out from the butt end of every
log and conditioned to 9% moisture content are
also available, allowing the calculation of the dry
density of the logs.

For the stem bank logs, there is no data
available from industrial 3D and X-ray scanners.
This is however not a problem, since data from
both these scanner types can be simulated from
the CT images.

Simulation of industrial scanner data

Outer shape data can easily be derived from the
CT images of the logs (Grundberg et al., 1995).
Because previous work (Skog & Oja, 2009) had
been done on debarked logs, the bark was
removed from the CT logs using a threshold filter
before their outer shape was calculated. The outer
shape was stored in standard 3D scanner format,
with 72 radii per cross-section and a cross-
sectional distance of 40 mm. A normally
distributed measurement error with 1.0 mm
standard deviation was added to every radius.

Two-directional X-ray log scanner data was
simulated from the CT images according to the
principle described by Grundberg and Grönlund
(1997), using the implementation by Skog and
Oja (2007). The log scanner images were
simulated at 12 bits depth (4096 intensity levels)
with 576 pixels per scan, each pixel corresponding
approximately to 0.8 mm of log diameter. The
cross-sectional distance was 40 mm. An artificial
electronic noise, normally distributed with
standard deviation of 0.8 times the square root of
the intensity, was added to the signal. This noise
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level was chosen to correspond to the noise
observed in industrial X-ray radiographs.

Calculation of reference values

The reference values for the green heartwood and
sapwood densities were measured in CT images of
the green logs. The average CT numbers were
calculated over a segment of the heartwood and
sapwood respectively and then converted to
average densities using equations (6) and (7). For
each log, these measurements were done in a
knot-free cross-section located 300–400 mm from
the butt end of the log. This position was chosen
to avoid drying at the log ends but still to be close
enough to the butt end to enable comparison with
the conditioned slice.

Average CT numbers were also measured in
the CT images of the conditioned butt end slices.
The average was taken over a segment of the
heartwood, avoiding cracks and other defects, and
extending out to approximately 40% of the log
radius. From this segment, the density at 9%
moisture content was calculated using equations
(6) and (7) and then converted to the dry density
using equations (4a) and (5b).

Combination of 3D and X-ray data

Cross-sectional data from the 3D and X-ray
scanners were combined according to the
principle described by Skog and Oja (2009).
Because the incident intensity is constant and the
mass attenuation coefficient is approximately
constant, equation (10) may be rewritten as:

totav Icctx ln21   (11)

Here, Itot is the intensity level measured by the
simulated X-ray log scanner and c1 and c2 are
calibration constants relating the intensity to the
corresponding mass thickness, as determined by a
CT scanner.

For every X-ray cross-section, the matching 3D
cross-section was identified and positioned in a
simulation model of the X-ray scanner. The
length t travelled through wood was then
calculated for every ray path, and by combining
the mass thickness x and the path length t
according to equation (11), the average green
density ρav along each ray was obtained, Figure 3.

The 3D cross-section was positioned in the
simulation model so that it matched the border of
the log in the X-ray data, which is defined as the
outermost pixels where the X-ray intensity is

Figure 3: Principle for path length compensation of X-ray data using log shape information from an optical 3D
scanner. (a) Simulation model of a two-directional X-ray log scanner, showing the measured X-ray attenuation
through the log cross-section (grey line). The outer shape of the cross-section, as measured by an optical 3D scanner,
is inserted into the simulation model and the path lengths through wood of X-rays hitting each detector pixel are
calculated (black line). (b) The path-length-compensated X-ray cross-section for detector 1 (black line) is calculated by
combination of the measured X-ray attenuation (grey line) and the calculated path lengths.
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below the maximum value. This border
corresponds to path lengths through wood of
approximately 55 mm, a figure that varies with
the moisture content of the wood. In the paper by
Skog and Oja (2009), a one-directional X-ray log
scanner was used. In this study, however, an X-
ray log scanner with two measurement directions
was used. This simplified the positioning of the
3D cross-section and it was placed so that the path
lengths at all four X-ray borders were as equal as
possible, but not necessarily 55 mm.

Density calculations

In the region between the log border and the
heartwood border, the rays pass only through
sapwood, see Figure 4. A quarter of this sapwood
region (the rays situated within 45–70% of the
region width, seen from the log border) was used
to form an average sapwood density at every
cross-section. Finally, the sapwood density ρs was
median filtered over ±10 cross-sections.

The heartwood border was calculated as
described by Skog and Oja (2009). For every
cross-section, the heartwood borders in both
measurement directions were used to estimate an
oval heartwood shape, Figure 4. From the
estimated shape, the path length through
heartwood was calculated for every ray and the
share h of the path travelled through heartwood
was then found by division by the corresponding
total path length through wood.

A value for the green heartwood density ρh was
then calculated for every ray passing through the
heartwood. This value was calculated from the
average green density ρa along the ray using the
relation:

  sha hh   1 (12)

where ρs is the green sapwood density along the
ray and h is the share of the path being travelled
through the heartwood (Skog & Oja, 2007). As an
approximation for the local sapwood density ρs

the median filtered average sapwood density of
the cross-section was used.

An average green heartwood density ρh,avg was
calculated for the centremost third of the
heartwood rays in each cross-section and a linear
model was developed using the ρh,avg values of all
knot-free cross-sections. The predicted green
heartwood density ρh,pred of the log was then
determined by evaluation of the linear model

400 mm from the butt end of the log, the position
where the green reference values had been
measured.

Finally, a prediction for the dry density ρ0,pred of
the wood at this position was calculated. This
value was obtained from equation (5b) assuming
the heartwood moisture content of all logs to be
35% and the volume swelling to be 14.2%
(equation 4b).

Evaluation of results

All calculated densities were compared to the
corresponding measurements in the CT images
and linear models were developed, one model for
all logs or separate models for butt logs and upper
logs. The precision of the models was evaluated
by calculation of coefficient of determination (R2)
and root mean square error (RMSE).

A sensitivity analysis was performed in order to
find how different sources and amplitudes of
artificial noise and input errors affect the outcome
of the calculations. The heartwood density
calculations were repeated with electronic noise in
the X-ray data and uncertainty in the cross-
sectional 3D shape, as described above. Increased
distances between the 3D cross-sections was tested
by the use of every second or third 3D cross-
section. Finally, a positioning error with standard
deviation of 60 mm was evaluated for the
lengthwise matching between the 3D and X-ray
cross-sections.

Figure 4: Oval heartwood shape (grey) inscribed around
the centre of the heartwood (cross). Solid lines: log borders
from the X-ray data. Dashed lines: heartwood borders from
the 3D path-length-compensated X-ray data.
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Results

Green sapwood density

It was found that the best prediction of the
reference values, the green sapwood density
measured in a CT cross-section 300–400 mm
from the butt end of the log, was obtained when
using the mean sapwood density of the log as
indicating property.

When running the 3D X-ray calculations
without any artificial noise, the reference green
sapwood densities of all 560 logs could be
predicted with a precision of R2 = 0.64 and
RMSE = 26 kg/m3 when using one linear model
for all logs. The sapwood density calculations
behaved in a similar manner for butt logs and
upper logs, when using two separate linear models
for the prediction of butt logs and upper logs
respectively, the precision only improved to R2 =
0.66 and RMSE = 25 kg/m3.

The sensitivity analysis showed that the
precision of the green sapwood density
calculations was very stable to all types of noise
evaluated; noise in the X-ray images, noise in the
3D shape, uncertainty in the matching of the 3D
and X-ray cross-sections and increased distances
between the 3D cross-sections (Table 1). The
values in Table 1 are averages of the R2 and
RMSE values obtained using three equivalent sets
of random 3D noise and three equivalent sets of

Figure 5: Green sapwood density for 560 Scots pine
sawlogs. Measurements in CT images versus predictions
from simulated X-ray and 3D log scanner data,
including artificial noise. Separate linear models for butt
logs and upper logs have been used.

poor lengthwise matching between the 3D and
X-ray cross-sections. A representative example
including all types of noise and using every second
3D cross-section is shown in Figure 5.

Green heartwood density

When using no artificial noise and one linear
model for all logs, the green heartwood density,
measured in a CT cross-section 300–400 mm
from the butt end of the log, could be predicted
with a precision of R2 = 0.81 and RMSE = 30
kg/m3 for 555 (99.1%) of the 560 logs. The logs
failing to be predicted were all large butt logs.
When using separate linear models for butt logs
and upper logs, the precision improved slightly, to
R2 = 0.82 and RMSE = 29 kg/m3.

When adding noise to the simulations, the
precision decreased somewhat and between 553
and 555 logs could be predicted. The most severe
types of noise were uncertainty in the 3D cross-
sectional shape, increasing the average RMSE by
0.7 kg/m3, and the distance between 3D cross-
sections, increasing the average RMSE about 1
kg/m3 when using every second 3D cross-section
and another 1 kg/m3 when using every third 3D
cross-section (Table 2). An example including all
types of noise and using every second 3D cross-
section is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Green heartwood density for 553 Scots pine
sawlogs. Measurements in CT images versus predictions
from simulated X-ray and 3D log scanner data,
including artificial noise. Separate linear models for butt
logs and upper logs have been used.
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Table 1: Precision in green sapwood density calculation when using separate models for butt logs and upper logs.
Noise types: X = electronic X-ray noise; 3D = uncertainty in cross-sectional 3D shape; z = uncertainty in
lengthwise matching of 3D and X-ray cross-sections. Values using all, every second and every third 3D cross-section
are tabulated. R2 and RMSE values including 3D noise and z noise are average values obtained using several
different sets of random noise.

All 3D c-s Every 2nd 3D c-s Every 3rd 3D c-sArtificial
noise R2 RMSE [kgm-3] R2 RMSE [kgm-3] R2 RMSE [kgm-3]
None 0.657 25.1

X 0.655 25.1
X + 3D 0.655 25.1 0.655 25.2 0.656 25.1
X+3D+z 0.646 25.5 0.646 25.5 0.646 25.5

Table 2: Precision in green heartwood density calculation when using separate models for butt logs and upper logs.
Noise types: X = electronic X-ray noise; 3D = uncertainty in cross-sectional 3D shape; z = uncertainty in
lengthwise matching of 3D and X-ray cross-sections. Values using all, every second and every third 3D cross-section
are tabulated. R2 and RMSE values including 3D noise and z noise are average values obtained using several
different sets of random noise.

All 3D c-s Every 2nd 3D c-s Every 3rd 3D c-sArtificial
noise R2 RMSE [kgm-3] R2 RMSE [kgm-3] R2 RMSE [kgm-3]
None 0.819 29.4

X 0.812 29.7
X + 3D 0.805 30.4 0.796 31.0 0.780 32.4
X+3D+z 0.802 30.6 0.788 31.6 0.779 32.5

Table 3: Precision in dry heartwood density calculation when using separate models for butt logs and upper logs.
Noise types: X = electronic X-ray noise; 3D = uncertainty in cross-sectional 3D shape; z = uncertainty in
lengthwise matching of 3D and X-ray cross-sections. Values using all, every second and every third 3D cross-section
are tabulated. R2 and RMSE values including 3D noise and z noise are average values obtained using several
different sets of random noise.

All 3D c-s Every 2nd 3D c-s Every 3rd 3D c-sArtificial
noise R2 RMSE [kgm-3] R2 RMSE [kgm-3] R2 RMSE [kgm-3]
None 0.845 30.4

X 0.830 31.3
X + 3D 0.827 31.8 0.829 31.4 0.813 33.4
X+3D+z 0.827 31.8 0.826 31.7 0.812 33.5

Dry heartwood density

The dry heartwood density was estimated using
the same prediction value as the green heartwood
density, rescaled assuming 35% moisture content.
In the case with no artificial noise and one linear
model for all logs, the dry heartwood density,
measured in a CT cross-section at the butt end of
the log, could be predicted with a precision of
R2 = 0.77 and RMSE = 37 kg/m3. When using
separate linear models for butt logs and upper logs,

the precision improved significantly, to R2 = 0.85
and RMSE = 30 kg/m3.

When adding noise to the simulations,
precision decreased somewhat. The most severe
noise types were the electronic X-ray noise and
the use of every third 3D cross-section (Table 3).

Examples including all types of noise and using
every second 3D cross-section are shown in
Figure 7 using a common linear model for butt
logs and upper logs and in Figure 8 using separate
linear models for butt logs and upper logs.
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Figure 7: Dry heartwood density for 553 Scots pine
sawlogs. Measurements in CT images versus predictions
from simulated X-ray and 3D log scanner data,
including artificial noise. One linear model has been
used both for butt logs and upper logs.

Figure 8: Dry heartwood density for 553 Scots pine
sawlogs. Measurements in CT images versus predictions
from simulated X-ray and 3D log scanner data,
including artificial noise. Separate linear models for butt
logs and upper logs have been used.

Discussion

When calculating the heartwood density, the
density model was evaluated at the butt end of the
log because this was the position where reference
values were available. For about 1% of the logs, it
was not possible to obtain a heartwood density
prediction at the butt end. The logs failing to be
predicted were all large butt logs. This was an

expected behaviour, since for too big log
diameters, the X-ray detector touches bottom and
when this happens, density cannot be calculated.
For log sorting purposes, however, an average
heartwood density for the whole log would do
fine as sorting variable. For large butt logs, the
average could then be taken over the upper part
of the log where it was possible to calculate
heartwood density.

The use of separate linear models for butt logs
and upper logs was found especially beneficial for
the prediction of dry heartwood density. This is
because, in the butt end of the tree, the moisture
content is lower and the dry density is higher
(Esping, 1992), which affects the relation between
the measured green density and the actual dry
density. This was compensated for by the use of
separate models for butt logs and upper logs.

In this study, it was found that the green
heartwood density evaluated 400 mm from the
butt end of the log could be used to predict both
green and dry heartwood densities with almost
equal precision, which is somewhat surprising.
Because the density prediction uses a linear
model, which filters away local deviations, the
error made when predicting the green heartwood
density is most likely caused by the local
difference between the reference density and this
model, e.g. caused by local drying of the log. The
error made when predicting the dry density is the
sum of local dry density variations in the butt end
of the log and the error made when assuming 35%
heartwood moisture content for all logs. Since
green and dry density prediction errors are of
equivalent size, this indicates that, for this set of
logs, the heartwood moisture content varies as
much or more within a log than between the logs.

The sapwood density 400 mm from the butt
end was best predicted using an average value for
the whole log. This means that there is a
considerable standard deviation when trying to
predict the local sapwood density, probably caused
by uncertainty both in the reference values and in
the predicted values. Local drying of the log
results in difficulties obtaining proper reference
values using only one CT image and uncertainty
in the 3D shape and mismatching between 3D
and X-ray cross-sections cause local deviations in
the sapwood density prediction, which are being
averaged out over the log as a whole.

The RMSE of the green sapwood density
predictions (25–26 kg/m3) was better than the
RMSE of both the green and dry heartwood
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density predictions, even though the sapwood
predictions were done using a log average. This
was expected, since the heartwood density
calculations are more complicated. The small
variation in green sapwood density, Figure 5,
however causes the R2 of the green sapwood
density (0.65–0.66) to be lower than the R2 of the
heartwood densities (0.78–0.85).

In this study, X-ray and 3D data, combined
using path length compensation, have been used
to predict the sapwood and heartwood densities
within single cross-sections of the logs. These
results need to be compared to predictions made
using X-ray data only. Such calculations, based on
industrial X-ray log scanner data, have been
reported for Scots pine (Bellander, 2001) and
Norway spruce (Oja et al., 2001b). For both
species, the average dry density of the centre planks
was predicted with a precision of R2 between 0.5
and 0.6 and RMSE between 28 and 33 kg/m3.
However, since average densities are not being
influenced by local variations, they are easier to
predict and consequently, those results cannot be
directly compared to the current study. Oja et al.
(2001a) reports that green heartwood density
measured in a single cross-section of Norway
spruce logs can be predicted with a precision of R2

= 0.73 and RMSE = 26 kg/m3 using a simulated
X-ray log scanner. In that study, 7% of the logs (2
of 29) were excluded as outliers. The R2 values
obtained in the current study are significantly
better than those obtained in previous studies
using X-ray scanning only whereas the RMSE
values are very similar in all studies. This indicates
that the contrast gained by 3D path length
compensation of the X-ray data reduces the
number of outliers, which is in line with the
results observed for the heartwood diameter (Skog
& Oja, 2009). Also, the fact that the dry density of
an individual cross-section in this study is
calculated with equal or better precision than
what has previously been obtained for the average
dry density strongly suggests that the precision of
the dry heartwood density calculations has
improved. This is reasonable, since it has
previously been shown that 3D path length
compensation improves the heartwood diameter
calculations significantly (Skog & Oja, 2009) and
because the heartwood diameter is one of the key
inputs when calculating the heartwood density,
equation (12), the heartwood density predictions
should also gain from this method.

The sensitivity analysis showed that the
sapwood density calculations, being log averages,
were almost invariant to all types of noise. The
heartwood density calculations were more
sensitive to noise. Especially severe was the use of
only every second or every third 3D cross-section,
increasing the average RMSE with about 1 or 2
kg/m3 respectively. This is probably because the
cross-sectional distance of the simulated data was
40 mm. If not all 3D cross-sections are used, the
distance, and thus the shape difference, between
neighbouring 3D cross-sections, will be
significant. In an industrial setup however, X-ray
scanners typically have cross-sectional distance of
about 10 mm and 3D scanners about 20 mm,
meaning that the effect of the number of X-ray
and 3D cross-sections not being 1 to 1 can be
expected to be less severe. This also suggests that
the precision of the density calculations when
used in an industrial setup should not be worse
than the precision obtained when using simulated
data with every second 3D cross-section and all
types of artificial noise.

In summary, this study has shown that the
combination of 3D and X-ray data using path
length compensation can be used to measure
green sapwood density with a precision of R2 =
0.65 and RMSE = 25 kg/m3, green heartwood
density with a precision of R2 = 0.79 and RMSE
= 32 kg/m3 and dry heartwood density with a
precision of R2 = 0.83 and RMSE = 32 kg/m3

(including artificial noise and using every second
3D cross-section). Comparison with previous
studies indicates a significant improvement relative
to using X-ray data only for the prediction of
heartwood density.

Future work includes testing of the developed
algorithms for use with Norway spruce. For
spruce, strength grading is more common and
consequently, proper density measurements will
be even more valuable than for pine. The
described method could also be used for, e.g.,
estimation of sapwood moisture content or
detection of severe rot and other defects affecting
the wood density.
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